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STATEMENT 
The main resulaof this thesis are Malgrange's. I claim no 
new results. My task was to offer a completed exposition of part of 
his work which in his original paper [11 is in many places merely 
indicated in brief hints. This is done mainly in Chapters II and 
III. 
The presentation of distributions in the first chapter is, 
to my knowledge, nowhere to be found in quite that form; but the 
substance of it is clearly classical. 
Neil D. Porter. 
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SUMMARY 
This thesis is essentially a discussion of some results of 
B. Malgrange (Malgrange [1]). Two related questions are considered. 
Given a partial differential operator or, more generally, a convolution 
operato~ does there exist a solution of every inhomogeneous equation? 
Can every solution of the homogeneous equation be appreEimated by certain 
special solutions? 
In the first chapter, the basis of the theory of distributions 
necessary for the later discussion is given. This seems best approached 
by means of the theory of locally convex topological vector spaces. 
Indeed this theory was initially developed in order to treat distributions. 
Accordingly, in the first part of this chapter, I have given a summary 
of those parts of the theory of locally convex spaces which are useful 
in distribution theory. 
In the second part of chapter one, the elementary properties of 
fue various spaces of distributions are derived. The more detailed 
results, including the theory of the convolution product and of the 
Fourier transformation are stated. Detailed references are given to 
the excellent treatment by L. Sch~vartz. The chapter concludes 
with a result of Malgrange establishing a necessary and sufficient 
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condition for the equation ~ = Fv to have an entire solution F 
A A 
when ~ and v are the Fourier transforms of distributions with compact 
support (and hence are entire functions). This result is essential 
to the succeeding \'10rk, but I have omitted a proof since it is based 
on algebraic considerations in the ring of formal power series in several 
complex variables, methods outside the scope of this discussion. 
The second and third chapters form the core of the discussion. 
In the second chapter, linear partial differential operators with constant 
coefficients are cons'dered. It is shmvn that every such differential 
operator has an elementary solution E, such that E* maps the space 
of square summable functions with compact support into the space of 
locally square summable functions. 
This makes it possible to show that every inhomogeneous equation 
whose second member is infinitely differentiable, or locally square 
surnmable has a solution which is itself infinitely differentiable or 
locally square summable respectively. Moreover, in every open convex 
set , the solutions of the homogeneous equation are the limits of 
exponential-polynomial solutions. 
Chapter three partially extends these results to the more general 
case of convolution operators whose kernels are distributions with 
compact support. Here, solutions in proper subsets of are 
not, in general, meaningful. Nor does every equation have a solution, 
i 
even if the second member is infinitely differentiable. 
The attack is based on a generalization to the case of several 
variables of a result of Linde1Bff: the quotient of two 
entire functions of exponential type is itself of exponential type 
whenever it is entire. Chapter three begins with a proof of this 
result. 
An approximation theorem analogous to the one for differential 
operators is derived. Finally, it is shown that a necessary and 
iii 
sufficient Gondition that every equation with infinitely differentiable 
second member (or second member of finite order) should have a 
solution which is itself infinitely differentiable (or of finite order , 
respectively) is that the convolution operator have an elementary solution. 
The proofs given in chapters t~."o and three are due to B. Ma1grange, 
(Ma1grange [1]) unless the contrary is explicitly stated. I have 
generally added more detail, but have not attempted to indicate when 
t his is done. Any other work of ~."hich direct use has been made is listed 
in the bibliography. A useful unified treatment of topological vector 
spaces and distributions by J. Horvath has just been published but 
did not come to my notice until the manuscript was completed 
(Horv~th [1]). 
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CHAPTER I 
TOPOLOGICAL VECTOR SPACES AND DISTRIBUTIONS 
! 
i 
i 
!J. 
-1. Convex Spaces. 
The main definitions and results in the theory of separated 
locally convex topological vector spaces are collected in this section 
for convenient reference. ;',hile all the properties used in the 
succeeding discussion ere stated, a systematic discussion has not 
been attempted. Nor has it been possible to offer any proofs, almost 
all of which are to be found in Robertson {lJ, Detailed references 
are given. 
All the vector spaces are over the complex field, £. The 
basic properties of vector spaces and topological spaces are assumed. 
The notations and definitions used for to ~ologlcal spaces are those of 
Kelley [lJ. 
1.1.1 Elementary Definitions and Properties of Topological 
Vector Spaces. 
The principal properties of a subset V of a vector space E 
are defined as follows: 
(a) V is convex if ax + (l~)y € V for all x,y € V 
and all a € C such that 0 ~ a ~ 1. 
(b) V is balanced if ax € V for all x € V and all a € C 
such that lal ~ 1. 
(c) V is absolutely convex if it is balanced and convex or, 
equivalently, if ax + ~y € V for all x,y € V and all 
a,~ such that la l + lal ~ 1. 
2. 
I 
(d) v is absorbent if, for every x E E, there exists 
A > 0 such that o<.x E V \>lhenever Ia. l ~ A 
The convex, balanced or absolutely convex envelope of any subset 
is defined in the obvious manner. 
A topological vector space E is a vector space with a tOpology 
~hich makes the mappings (x,y) --> x + y and (a.,x) --> x 
continuous from E X E and £ X E respectively into E. 
A topology on a vector s pace E is compatible with E or, is a 
vector space topology on E if, under it, E is a topological vector 
space. 
It is evident that, if a E E, the mapping x --> a + x 
(i.e. the translation through a) is a homeomorphism of E onto 
itself. It follo,'1s that the topology of a topological vector space 
3. 
is determined by a neighbourhood base at the origin: the homeomorphism 
x --> x + a determines a neighbourhood base at a in terms of one 
given at the origin. In vieH of this, neighbourhoods of the origin 
are the main interest. It will cause no confusion to simply call 
them neighbourhoods. 
4. 
Furthermore, if ~ € £, ~ ~ 0, the mapping x --~ ~x 
(1. e. the homothety 1;]ith ratio ~) is also a homeomorphism of E 
onto itself, and if a € E the mapping ~ --~ ~a is a homeomorphism 
of C into E. 
Proposition 1.1.1: If ~ is a base of neighbourhoods (at the 
origin) of a topological vector space, then, for each U € U 
= 
(i) U is absorbent 
(ii) there exists V € ~ with V + V c U 
(iii) there is a balanced neighbourhood W C U. 
(Robertson [1] chapter I proposition 3). 
It follols that every topological vector space has a neighbourhood 
base consisting of balanced sets. 
A bounded subset of a topological vector space is a subset A 
which is absorbed by every neighbourhood (of the origin) i.e., for 
each neighbourhood U there exists A > ° such that A c aU 
whenever i ~1 ~ A. 
It is obvious that if U is a neighbourhood base of a 
= 
o topol;(gical vector space, then a set is bounded if it is absorbed by 
every member of U. 
"" 
If the space is normable, Le. its topology 
is derived from a norm (subsection 1.1.2) this notion of boundedness 
is equivalent to norm··boundedness. In a metrizable space, every bounded 
set is metric-bounded. However, if every metric-bounded set is bounded, 
the space is normabJ.e, by theorem 1.1.18. 
5. 
Proposition 1.1.2: (i) The closure and the balanced envelope 
(but not in general the convex envelope) of any bounded subset of a 
topological vector space are bounded. 
(ii) Any subset of a bounded set or any finite union of bounded 
sets is bounded. 
(iii) Any scalar multiple of a bounded set or any finite 
vectorial sum of bounded sets is bounded. (Edwards [1 ] subsection 
1. 3 ./). 
Remark. In a convex space the convex envelo?e of a bounded set is 
bounded. (see section 1.1.2), 
Proposition 1.1.3: The image of a bounded set by a continuous 
linear mapping is bounded (Edwards [1] subsection 1.9.1). 
Remark. Subsection 1.1.6 identifies those convex spaces for Hhich 
the converse is true. 
Theorem 1.l.l: : (Uniformity) Every topological vector space 
E has an associated uniformity \]hich induces on E its original 
topology. If U is a neighbourhood base of E consisting of 
= 
balanced sets, and if, for each subset A of E 
r 
~(A) = \ (x,y) E E (x-y) E A} 
6. 
then a base for the uniformity on E is the set 
{.6(U) 
The uniformity is independent of the neighbourhood base U chosen. 
= 
These results follow easily from the results of Kelley [1] 
chapter 6. Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between the topologies 
compatible with a given vector space and their associated uniformities, 
there ,Jill be no confusion if a topology and its associated uniformity 
are identified. Thus the notions of completeness, precompactness, 
uniform continuity, c.nd so fort h, c.re meaningful in a to pological 
vector s ace and have their usual properties. 
If U is a balanced neighbourhood of the origin a set A will 
be called small of order U if 
3 x,y € A z = X-y} c U 
It follo,.,1 s that a set is precompact if and only if, for each 
balanced neighbourhood U it has a covering by sets small of order 
U. Similarly a net {Xi J iEI is Cauchy if and only if, for each 
balanced neighbourhood U there exists i € I such that Xj - ~ € U 
for every j,k € I such that j,k ~ i where ~ is the ordering 
of 1. 
It is obvious that proposition 1.1. 2 holds with J'bounded" 
replaced by "precompact' l . 
7. 
Proposition 1.1.5: A precompact subset of a topological vector 
space is bounded. (Robertson tlJ chapter III proposition 5. It 
i s obvious that the space need not be loc ally convex). 
Since there is a natural way of associating a separated topological 
vector space \~ith each such non-separated space, it is not much of 
a restriction to confine the discussi on to separated spaces whenever 
this achieves a simplification. (see subsection 1.1.6 compare 
Ed\"ards ( 1] subsection 1.3.2., Taylor [lJ theorem 3.3G). 
1.1.2 Convex Spaces and the Hahn-Banach Theorem. 
A locally convex topological vector space or, more briefly, 
convex space is a topological vector s pace having a neighbourhood base 
consisting of convex sets. 
The reasons for discussing convex spaces \~ i11 be apparent later. 
Theorem 1.1. ~ : Every convex space E has a neighbourhood base 
~ (at the origin) such that 
(Cl) if U,V E U there exists 1-1 E ~ such that Hc UnV. 
(C2) if U E U and ex. E f, 'Ju :/: 0, 'JuU E ~ and 
(C3) U e: U is absolutely convex and absorbent. 
=: 
Conversely, every non-empty set of subsets of satisfying U 
= 
E 
h (Cl) - (C3) forms a neighbourhood basefcr a topology on E ~Ch makes 
it a convex space. (Robertson [1] chapter I, theorem 2). 
8. 
Proposition 1.1.7: In a to~ological vector space, the closure 
of every convex, balanced, absolutely convex or absorbent set is 
respectively convex, balanced, absolutely convex or absorbent. 
(Robertson (l j chapter I proposition 4). 
Corollary l.l. e : Every locally convex topological vector space 
has a neighbourhood base of the origin consisting of closed sets and 
having the properties (Cl), (C2) and (C3). 
An alternative method of defining a locally convex topological 
vector space is by means of a family of semi-norms. 
A semi-norm on a topological vector space E is a function 
P E --~ ~ such that, if x,y € E and ~ € £, 
(Sl) p(x) > 0 
(S2) p(~x) = 1 ~ lp(x) 
(S3) p(x+y) ~ p(x) + p(y) (triangle inequality). 
If p(x) = 0 implies x = 0, p is called a ~. 
The correspondence between absolutely convex sets and semi-
norms and the natural method of defining a convex space corresponding 
to a family of semi-norms on a vector space are expressed in the 
following propositions. An important metrizability criterion follows. 
Proposition 1.1.9: If p is a semi-norm on a vector space E, 
then, for each ~ > 0 the sets {x € E : p(x) < a} and {x € E : p(x) S a} 
are absolutely convex and absorbent in E. 
If A is an absolutely convex absorbent subset of a vector 
space E then the formula 
p(x) = inf{~ ~ > 0, X E aA} 
defines a semi-norm p on E with the property that 
{x E E p(x) < I} cAe {x E E : p(x) ~ I} 
(Robertson [1) chapter I proposition &). 
The semi-norm p defined by the absolutely convex absorbent 
subset A in the manner given in this theorem is called the ~ 
of A. 
Proposition 1.1.10: In a convex space a semi-norm is continuous 
if and only if it is continuous at the origin. 
The gauge of an absolutely convex absorbent set U is continuous 
at the origin if and only if U is a neighbourhood. 
chapter I proposition 7). 
(Robertson [1] 
Theorem 1.1.11: If Q is a set of semi-norms on a vector 
space E there is a weakest topology on E compatible with E in 
which every semi-norm in Q is continuous. Under this topology 
E is a convex space, and is separated if and only if for each 
non-zero x E E, there exists p E Q for which p(x) > O. A base 
of closed neighbourhoods with the properties (Cl) to (C3) is formed 
9. 
by the sets 
{x € E 
taken for each e > 0 and each finite subset {P1, •.• ,Pn} of Q. 
(Robertson [1] chapter I theorem 3 and proposition 8). 
Theorem 1.1.12: A convex space E is metrizable if and only if 
10. 
it is separated and has a countable base of neighbourhoods. 
[1] chapter I theorem l:.). 
(Robertson 
Corollary 1.1.13: If the topology on a separated space E is 
the weakest making a sequence of absolutely convex absorbent sets 
neighbourhoods, or a sequence of semi-norms continuous, then E is 
metrizab1e. 
The most important property of convex spaces is that the Hahn-
Banach theorem holds for them. Thi s theorem has many variants. 
Only the forms needed in the later discussion are given here, although 
much stronger results are true. First a definition is needed. 
A linear form or linear functional on a vector space E is a 
mapping f: E --> £ such that, if x,y € E and 
then 
f(a.x + l3y) = a.f(x) + I3f(y) 
a., 13 € C 
Theorem 1.1.14: (Hahn-Banach extension theorem). Every continuous 
linear form on a vector subspace of a convex space E can be extended to 
11. 
a continuous linear form on the whole of E. (Robertson [ 1] chapter 
II theorem 3 corollary 1). 
Theorem 1.1.15: (Hahn-Banach separation theorem). If A is 
a convex subset of a convex space E and a t A, then there exists 
a continuous linear form f on E such that £(a) t f(A) 
(Robertson [1] chapter II proposition 5 corollary 1). 
If A i s a subset of E, the orthogonal of A in E 
~ 
is the set A of continuous linear forms on E which vanish at 
every me~ber of A. It is clear t hat the above theorem shows that an 
~ 
e l emen t of E belongs to A if and only if f(a) = 0 for every £ EA. 
Proposition 1.1.16: In a convex space, the convex and absolutely 
convex envelopes of a bounded or precompact set are bounded or 
precompact respectively. (Robertson [l J chapter III lemma 1 and theorem 
3, corollary 2). 
Corollary 1.1.17: In a complete convex space, the closed 
(absolutely) convex envelope of a compact set is compact. 
The0rem 1.1.13: A separated convex space is normab1e (i.e. 
there exists a norm from which its topology is derived) if and only i£ 
there exists a bounded neighbourhood. (Robertson [1) chapter III 
theorem 1). 
12. 
Theorem 1.1.19: If a separated convex space has a precompact 
neighbourhood, it is finite-dimensional. (Robertson [1] chapter III 
theorem 2). 
Remark. It is a fact, not needed here, that a finite-dimensional 
vector space has only one compatible separated topology, its euclidean 
topology. Hence the converse of this theorem is true. 
1.1.3 Duality and Topologies on Dual Spaces. 
* If E is a vector space, its algebraic dual E is the set 
of all linear forms on E. 
If E is a topological vector space its topological dual or, 
more briefly its dual E' is the set of all continuous linear forms 
on E. 
It will be seen later that there are topologies on E' for which 
the linear form X on E' defined by 
X(f) = f(x) 
for every f € E', and fixed x € E is continuous. To emphasis 
this symmetry, it is usual to write <x,x'> for the value of the 
linear form x' at x € E. The follot"ing properties hold if E 
is separated and convex: 
D: for each x:J:O in E' there exists x' € E' such that 
<x,x'> :J: 0 
D' : for each x' :J: 0 in E' there exists x € E such that 
<x,x '> :J: O. 
D is a consequence of the Hahn-Banach se~aration theorem. D'-
expresses the definition of zero in E'. 
More generally, if E and E' ar e vector s paces on which 
there is defined a oilinear form satis fying D and D', (E,E' ) 
is called a dual 02ir. If (E,E' ; is e dual pair, so is (E',E). 
then 
If, for each Xl € E', 
Px ' (x) !<x,x'>1 
i> , 
x 
is a semi-norm on E. 
i n defined by 
The tleakcst t opology making all 
these semi-norms continuous is call d the "leak t opology or. E, 
written 0(E, £ '). Under t his topol ogy E is a separated convex 
s pace . I f E is a separated convex space wi th dual E', a 
3ubset is r-leakl y boundecl, closed , precompact, and so aD , if it is 
bounded , cl osed, precom act, and so on, respective ly when E has 
the to pology 0 (E,E'). (Compare wi tr. p.l / ) 
Proposition 1.1.20: If (E,E') is a dual ~air, the dual of E 
under cr (E,E') is E'. (Robertson [ lJ, chapter II prop03ition 7). 
This conclusion is expressed by saying cr (E,E') is a topology 
of the dual pair (E,E'), Clearly a(E,E') is the weakest such 
topology. It is the aim of this section to give a general method 
for defining topologies on E, and in particular, to characterize 
the topologies of any dual pair (E,E'). This can be done by 
introducing concept of the polar of a subset. (989 alss ~.17) , 
13. 
14. 
If (E,E I) is a dual pair and A is a subset of E, the 
polar of A in EI is the subset 
AO = {XI e EI sup{I<.x,x'>1 xeA}S;l} 
.$. 
C AO 
~ 
MO of EI. Cl early A If M is a subspace of E, M = • 
Proposition 1.1.21: If (E,EI) is a dual pair and A,B,Ai(i e I) 
are subsets of E with polars respectively 
in EI, then, 
(i) AO is absolutely convex and a (EI,E) closed, 
(ii) if A C B then BO C AO 
(iii) 
(iv) 
if " e .~, 7\ 1 0, ( i ..A)o = l" I-1Ao 
{ U Ai"; o = n AO 
\ ieI ieI i 
(Robertson [1] chapter II proposition 9). 
If (E,E I) and (E I ,F) are dual pairs and A 
E then the bieolar A 00 of A in F is the polar 
If F is a subspace of EI* containing E, (E I ,F) 
is 
of 
is 
whenever (E,E I) is. (It is obvious that * E eEl.) 
a subset 
AO in 
a dual 
of 
F. 
pair 
Proposition 1.1.22: If (E,E') is a dual pair and F is a 
* 00 
vector subspace of EI containing E, then the bipolar A in 
F of a subset A of E is the a(F,EI)- closed absolutely convex 
envelope of A in F. (Robertson [1], chapter II theorem 4 ) . 
15. 
Proposition 1.1.23: If (E,E') is a dual pair, the following 
assertions are equivalent: 
(1) A is a weakly bounded subset of E 
(11) PA(x') = sup{I<x,x'>1 : x € A} is a semi -norm on E' 
(iii) AO is an absorbent subset of E' • 
(Robertson chapter III lemma 2). 
If (E,E' ) is a dual pair and A is a set of weakly bounded 
= 
subsets of E, it is natural to define on E' the weakest topology, ~', 
making all the semi-norms PA(A € ~) continuous. Since P' A is the 
gauge of AO a neighbourhood base for ~ , is formed by the sets 
= (e- l u A )0 (e 0 A A A) 
i >, 1"'" n € = 1~91 
If A satisfies the conditions 
= 
Bl if A,B € A then there exists 
= 
C € A such that A U Bee 
A € A 
= 
and " € C then M € A 
= 
B2 if 
then the polars of the sets of A form a base for ~'. If, in addition, 
A satisfies 
= 
B3 U A spans E 
A € A 
then ~, is separated. It turns out that convergence in ~, means 
uniform convergence on each A € A. 
= 
Hence ~ , is called the 
topology of uniform convergence on the sets of ~ or the topology of 
~ - convergence. Any topology defined in this way is called a 
polar topology. 
The weak topology, O(E',E) is the topology of uniform 
convergence on the finite subsets of E. The strong topology 
~(E',E) is defined to be the topology of uniform convergence on all 
the weakly bounded subsets of E. The following results will be 
needed. 
Proposition 1.1.2~: Every separated convex topology on a vector 
space is a polar topology, namely the topology of uniform convergence 
on the equicontinuous subsets of the dual. 
III proposition 3). 
(Robertson [1] chapter 
Theorem 1.1.25: If E is a separated convex space with dual 
E' and U is a neighbourhood of the origin in E then Uo is 
O(E',E) - compact. (Robertson [1] chapter III theorem G). 
Theorem 1.1.26: (Mackey-Arens) If (E,E') is a dual pair 
and ~ is a compatible separated convex topology on E, then E 
has dual E' under ~ if and only if ~ is a topology of uniform 
convergence on a set of absolutely convex O(E',E) - compact subsets 
of E'. (Robertson [11 chapter III theorem 7). 
The strongest topology of the dual pair (E,E') is therefore 
the topology T(E,E') of uniform convergence on the set of all 
absolutely convex O(E',E) - compact subsets of E'. If the dual 
of E under ~(E,E') is E', then T(E,E') = ~(E,E'). 
10. 
Finally, it seems appropriate to include the following 
characterizations of bounded sets and convex closed sets in a space 
E under the various topologies of the dual pair (E,E') although 
the proof depends on concepts not yet introduced. 
Proposition 1.1.27: If (E,E') is a dual pair and ~ is a 
e topology of the dual pair t~n a subset of E is ~ - bounded if 
and only if it is a(E,E') -. bounded. A convex subset of E is 
~ - closed if and only if it is a(E,E') - closed. (Robertson [11 
chapter II proposition 8 and chapter IV theorem 1). 
If E is a convex space l<1ith dual E' , E' is taken to have 
topology ~(E ',E). Now the, a (i'~E) - bounded sets of E' may not 
be I3(E',E) - bounded although the converse is obvious, 13 being 
stronger than G. The a (E',E) - bounded sets are said to be 
weakly bounded to distinguish them from the I3 (E',E) - bounded 
sets which are said to be strongly bounded. In subsection 1.1.5 
some sufficient conditions for weakly bounded sets to be strongly 
bounded are considered. 
1.1.4 The Transpose of a Linear Mapping. 
If (E,E') and (F,F') are dual pairs and t is a linear 
mapping from E 
from F' into 
into F the 
* E given by 
transpose 
<X, t'(y'» = < t(x), 'y'> 
of t is the mapping 
17. 
for all x € E and y' € F'. It is obvious that t' is ~"ell-defined 
and linear. 
Proposition 1.1.23: If (E,EI) and (F,FI) are dual pairs 
and t is a linear mapping of E into F with transpose tl then 
tl(FI) eEl if and only if t is continuous when E and F have 
their weak topologies a(E,EI) and a(F,FI). (Robertson [1] chapter 
II proposition 12). 
18. 
If t is continuous when E and F have their weak topologies, 
it is said to be weakly continuous. 
Corollary 1.1. 29: If t is a ,,,eakly continuous mapping of E 
into F, t I is a ,,,eakly continuous mapping of FI into E I. 
(Robertson [1] chapter II proposition 12 corollary). 
Proposition 1.1.30: If E and F are separated convex spaces 
with duals EI and FI respectively, then, any continuous linear 
map of E into F, is weakly continuous. If E has the topology 
T{E,EI) then every Heakly continuous mapping of E into F is 
continuous. (Robertson [1] chapter II proposition 13 and chapter 
III proposition 14). 
Finally, the following relation is frequently useful. 
Proposition 1.1.31: If (E,EI) and (F,FI) are dual pairs 
and t is a \o]eakly continuous linear mapping of E into F with 
transpose tl then, for every subset A of E, 
(Robertson [11 chapter II lemma 6) 
1.1.5 Barrelled Spaces and Reflexivity. 
A subset of a topological vector space is called a barrel 
if it is absolutely convex absorbent and closed. 
19 . 
Every convex space has a neighbourhood base consisting of barrels. 
(Corollary 1.1. 3) 
A barrelled space is a convex space in ~~hich every barrel is a 
neighbourhood. 
Proposition 1.1.32: If E is a separated convex space with 
dual E" then a subset of E is a barrel if and only if it is 
the polar of a a(E',E) - bounded subset of E'. A separated 
convex space E with dual E' is barrelled if and only if every 
a (E',E) - bounded subset of E' is equicontinuous i.e. if E has 
the topology ~(E,E') which is therefore equal to T(E,E'). 
(Robertson [1] chapter IV proposition 1 and corollaries 1 and 2). 
Proposition 1.1.32 : 
every pointwise bounded 
equicontinuous on E. 
If E is a barrelled space with dual 
{i.e. weakly bounded) subset of E' is 
(Robertson [1] chapter IV theorem 3). 
Remark. The procedure given in subsection 1.1.3 for defining 
E' , 
topologies on E' can be generalized to a method of defining topologies 
on the space of all continuous linear forms from E into a convex 
space F. A generalization of the above result holds, but the form 
given here is sufficient for the present purposes. 
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Proposition 1.1.34: If (E,E') is a dual pair and ; is any 
topology of it every ; - equicontinuous subset of E' is strongly 
bounded and every absolutely convex a(E',E) - compact set is strongly 
bounded (Robertson [1] chapter IV lemma 2 corollary). 
Proposition 1.1.35: If E is a complete separated convex space 
''lith dual E' , every weakly bounded subset of E' is strongly 
bounded. (Robertson [1] chapter IV propositon 3). 
The bidual E" of a convex space is the dual of E' under the 
topology I3(E",E'). Observe that the strongly bounded subsets of 
E' are a(E',E") - bounded (by proposition 1.1.27). 
A convex space E is reflexive if the identity mapping of E 
into E" is a topological vector space isomorphism of E onto E" 
(1. e. is a linear mapping of E onto E" ''lhich is also a homeomorphism). 
Theorem 1.1.36: A separated convex space is reflexive if and 
only if it is barrelled and every bounded set is contained in a 
weakly compact set. (Robertson [1] chapter IV proposition 5 
corollary 1). 
/ 
There are two important types of barrelled spaces. A Frechet 
space is a complete metrizable locull ; convex topological vector s pace. A 
Montel space is a separated barrelled space in which every bounded 
closed set is compact. 
21. 
/ 
Every Frechet space is barrelled. (Robertson Theorem 1.1. 37: 
[1] chapter IV theorem 2). 
Proposition 1.1.38: A Montel space is reflexive. The strong 
dual (i.e. the dual under its strong topology) of a Montel space 
is also a Montel space. (Robertson [1] chapter IV supplement 2). 
1.l.~6 ____ ~I~n~d~u~c~t~i~v~e~L~i=m=~~·t~~an~d=-~Pr~0~d~u~c~t~S~p~a~c~e~s. 
In this subsection, some general methods of defining topologies on 
a vector space in terms of given to pologies on some related 
famil y of s paces, are considered. 
Proposition l.l. 3 ~: If E )' i s a convex sp~ce ~or . each 
u )' is a linear mappi ng from E)" into E, 
)' E rand 
and if U u (E) s pans E, then there exists a finest convex 
f Er )' )' 
topology on E under which all the u )' are continuous. If, 
for each )' E r, U is a base of absolute ly con vex neighbourhoods 
= )' 
of E 
" 
then the set 1I of all absolutely convex envelopes of / 
sets of the form U u (U ) ~.,ith U E U forms a base ·of 
r E"f r r y =y 
neigh60urhoods for this topology . (Robertson [ l j chapter V 
~)roposition 4 and corollary). 
The convex space E defined proposition l.1. 3q is called 
the inductive limit of the spaces E by the mappings )' 
[ 11 uses a slightly wider definition in which the E 
Y 
convex (section ~ .3). 
u 
r 
need not be 
Proposition 1.1.ljO: If E is the inductive limit of the spaces 
E ( YEf) 
Y 
by the mappings u , , a linear mapping t of E into 
a convex space F is continuous if and only if, for each f E t, 
t 0 u is continuous from E into F. 
, Y (Robertson [lJ chapter 
V proposition 5). 
In particular, if E is a convex space with vector subspace 
M and E~ is the algebraic quotient of E by M, the quotient 
topology on E~ is defined to be the inductive limit of E by 
the canonical mapping k : E -> ElM. The canonical mapping is 
in fact, open (i.e. sends open sets onto open sets) (see 
Robertson chapter V section 1). Clearly, ElM so defined is the 
usual topological quotient space of E by the equivalence relation 
associated with M by taking x· y if and only if x - y E M. 
(Kelley [1] p.97). 
Proposition 1.1.41: If E is a convex space with dual E' 
and M is a vector subspace of M then: 
(a) ElM is separated if and only if M is closed 
(b) the dual of ElM is the polar MO 
..... 
of M in E'. 
(Robertson [1] chapter V propositions 1 and 3) 
Proposition 1.1. l l·2 : A linear mapping t of a convex space 
E into a convex space F has a decomposition t = u 0 k \.,rhere 
k is the canonical mapping of E onto t -1 (0) and u is a 
22. 
one-to-one linear mapping of E/t -1 (0) into F; t is continuous if and 
only if u is. (Robertson [1] chapter V proposition 2). 
Remarks. This result shows how to associate a separated convex 
space with every such non-separated space E, for the quotient 
of E by the closure of the origin, N, is a separated convex 
space. In this case the canonical mapping k, as well as sending 
open sets onto open sets and compact sets onto compact sets (the 
latter because k is continuous) also sends closed sets onto 
closed sets. Moreover, E is complete if and only if E/N is 
complete. Finally, E and E/N have the same dual. (see 
Robertson chapter V supplement 2). 
Certain properties are preserved under the operation of taking 
inductive limits. A convex space E is said to be bornological 
if every bounded linear mapping on E is continuous (that is, 
every mapping which sends bounded sets onto bounded sets is 
continuous). Robertson [lJ uses the term "Mackey space" for a 
bornological space. 
Proposition 1.1.43: An inductive limit of barrelled spaces 
is barrelled. 
borno1ogica1. 
An inductive limit of bornological spaces is 
(Robertson [lJ chapter V propositions 6 and 7). 
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Proposition 1 .1.44: The dual of a bornologica1 s pace is ~ (E',E ) 
comple te. (Robertson [ lJ chapter VI pr oposition 1 corollary). 
Theorem 1.1. 45. A se parated convex space i s borno l ogica l if and 
only if it is t he inductive limit of normed spaces. In particular 
a me trizable convex space is bornological. 
theorem 1). 
(Robertson [lJ chapter V 
24. 
Remarks. 1. Theorem 1.1.45 is the promised converse of proposition 
1.1.3 . 
2. A bornological space need not be barrelled nor need 
a barrelled space be bornological. HOHever a complete separated 
bornological space is barrelled. (see Edwards [1] section 7.3 
and Robertson [1] chapter V proposition 10). 
An alternative criterion for a space to be bornological is 
that every absolutely convex subset of it \"hich absorbs bounded 
sets is a neighbourhood. (Edwards [1] section 7.3). 
In the most important cases of inducti ';e limi.t spaces, the 
spaces E are subspaces of E and the mappings u are the 
1 1 
€ T} injection mappings of the E into E. If {(E ,~ ): 1 
{(Eo '~o ): 6 E ~} 1 1 1 and are families of convex subspaces of a vector 
space E inducing inductive limit topologies ~, ~ on E 
respectively, a useful comparison is expressed in the following result. 
Proposition 1.1.46: Using the definitions of the previous 
paragraph, ~ is finer than ~ if, to each 5 E 6 there 
corresponds 1 E r such that (E ,g ) c (E". ,~._ ) (topologically). 
1 1 u 0 
In particular, if also, to each 1 E r there corresponds 5 E 6 
such that (E6 '~5 ) c (E 1,g l )' then ~ = ~. 
chapter V, supplement 3). 
(Robertson [1] 
Suppose that E is a vector space and {En} is a strictly 
increasing sequence of vector subspaces of E whose union is E 
and that on each En there is a convex topology Sn defined on 
E 
n 
E 
in such a way that (E ,S ) 
n n 
induces 
has the inductive limit topology of the 
sn-l on E 1. n- If 
E by the injection 
n 
mappings i: E --~ E, E is said to be the strict inductive limit 
n n 
of the spaces E . 
n 
Not surprisingly, strict inductive limit spaces 
have special prope~ties. 
Proposition l.l.l~ 7 If E is the strict inductive limit 
of the spaces E , 
n 
then E induces on each E its original 
n 
topology. (Robertson [1] chapter VII proposition 1). 
Proposition 1.1.48 The strict inductive limit of a sequence 
of separated spaces is separated. The strict inductive limit of 
a sequence of complete separated convex spaces is complete. 
(Robertson [1] chapter VII propositions 2 and 3). 
Proposition 1.1.49 If E is the strict inductive limit 
of the spaces E , 
n 
and each E is closed in E, 
n 
then a subset 
of E is bounded in E if and only if it is contained and bounded 
on one of the E. 
n 
Although the product of an arbitrary family of topological 
vector spaces can be defined only the extremely simple case of the 
product of two spaces is needed here. 
25. 
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If E and F are topological vector spaces, the product of 
E and F is the vector space cartesian product E X F under the 
product topology. It is not hard to show that the product topology is 
a compatible topology on E X F. Only the case of convex spaces 
will be treated here. 
Proposition 1.1. 50 If E and F are convex spaces, so is 
E X F. 
Proof. If ~ and V are neighbourhood bases for E and F 
respectively consisting of closed sets with the properties (Cl) - (C3) 
of theorem 1.1.6, then a base f or the topology of E X F is the set 
{ -I -1 } ~ = '\ (u) n n2 (V) : U € ~, V € ~ 
where and are the projections of E X F into E and F 
respectively. It is readily verified that W has the properties 
(Cl) - (C3). Hence the product topology makes E X F a convex 
space. 
Proposition 1.1.51 If E and F are convex spaces with 
duals E' and F' respectively, the dual of E X F is algebraically 
isomorphic to E' X F'. If (x,y) € EX F and (~,\I) € E'X F', 
< (x,y),(~,v) > = < x,~ > + < y,v > 
27. 
Proof. If (f.L , v) EEl X F I then the formula 
< (X,y),(f.L,V) > = < x,f.L > + < y,v > 
for every (x,y) E EX F defines a continuous linear form on 
EX F. 
Conversely, if f.L E (EX F)I, then the formulae 
< X,f.Ll > = < (x,O),f.L > 
< u,f.L2 > = < (O,y),f.L > 
for every x E E and y e F define continuous linear forms f.Ll ' 
f.L2 on E and F respectively. 
algebraic isomorphism of (E X F) I onto E I X Fl. 
Remark. E I X F I is in fact (isomorphic to) (E X F) I as a 
topological vector space. However this stronger result is not 
needed here. (see Robertson [1] chapter V propositions 21 and 25), 
1.1. 7 Fully Complete Spaces and the Closed Graph Theorem. 
If E is a separated convex space with dual EI , a subset 
AI of EI is said to be nearly closed if AI ,... Uo is a(E I,E) -
closed for every neighbourhood U in E. E is said to be fully 
comElete if every nearly closed vector subspace of EI is a(EIE) 
closed. (Robertson [1] chapter VI theorem 3 corollary 2 shows that 
every fully complete space is complete.) The most important examples 
28. 
of fully complete spaces are provided in the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.1.52 '" Every frechet space is fully complete. 
The dual E' / of a Frechet s ?ace E is fully complete under the 
topology T(E',E). In particular, the strong dual of a reflexive Frechet 
space is full y comple te. (Robertson [1] chapter VI theorem 5 
and supplement 1). 
If E and F are sets the graph of a mapping u : E --> F 
r 
is, as usual the subset \(f,u(f» f € E} of E X F. If E 
and F are topological spa es and F is separated, then the 
graph of every continuous mapping u : E --> F is closed. 
An extremely important property of fully complete spaces is that 
for them, a restricted converse of the above result is true. 
This is the content of the next result. 
Theorem 1.1.,3 (Closed graph theorem). A linear mapping, 
with a closed graph, of a separated barrelled space tnto a fully 
complete space is continuous. (Robertson [1] chapter VI theorem 6). 
A closely related property of fully complete spaces is expressed 
by the open mapping theorem which follows. (A mapping is open if 
it sends open sets onto open sets). 
Theorem l. 1 • 54 (Open mapping theorem). A linear mapping, 
with a closed graph, of a fully complete space onto a separated 
barrelled space is open. (Robertson [1] chapter VI theorem 7). 
Corollary 1.1 .55 If E and F are space s of the following 
type: Fr~chet spaces or strong duals of r e flexive Fr{chet spaces; 
then every linear mapping of E onto F whose graph is closed 
is continuous, and every continuous linear mapping of E onto F 
is open. 
Proof. A Fr~che t space is separated, being metrizable, fully 
complete by proposition 1.1. 5 :~ and barrelled by proposition 1.1 . 37. 
The strong dual of a reflexive Fr~chet space is separated by the 
definition of the dual topology fully, comple te by proposition 1 . 1. 53 
29 . 
and barrelled by an obvious corollary to theorems 1.1.36 and 1.1.37. 
Proposition 1.1.56 If there is a continuous open linear 
mapping of a Fr~chet space onto a separated convex s pnce F, then 
, / 
F is a Frecbet space. Hence, the quotient of a Frechet space 
,,-
by a closed vector subspace is a Frechet space. (Robertson [1] 
chapter VI proposition 13 and corollary). 
There are two more results which, combined, will be useful 
in establishing that certain linear mappings are onto. 
Proposition 1.1.57 If E is a fully complete space with 
dual E' then a vector subspace of E' is weakly closed 
(i.e. a(E',E) - closed) if and only if its intersection with every 
weakly compact set is weakly compact. 
Proof. In view of proposition 1.1.25 this result follows 
immediately from the definition of a fully complete space. 
Proposition 1.1.58~ If E and Fare Fr:chet spaces with 
duals E' and F' respectively, and u is a continuous linear 
mapping of E into F, with transpose u', then u is onto 
if and only if u is one-to-one and u'(F') is weakly closed in 
E'. (Edwards [1] section 8.6.13 and statement (d) p.516). 
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2. Spaces of Distributions. 
In this section, the definitions of the var~ous spaces of dis-
tributions used later are given, and those properties which will 
be needed in chapters 2 and 3 are proved. The principal spaces 
and their properties are all to be found in Schwartz [11 and [21 
or Edwards [11, but some rather special results not found there are 
also needed. 
All distributions will be over subsets of real n-dimensional 
B.n • space Entire functions of n-complex variables occur in the 
theory of Fourier transforms, so i.t \.,ill also be necessary to treat 
complex n-dimensional space Elements of Rn or are 
denoted by ~ YJ ~, ~, ••• , and are always assumed to have the 
corresponding coordinate representations (xl,···,x
n
), (Yl""'Yn)' 
~l""' ~n)' (Ol,···, On) ••.• 
or Cn is denoted by II~II. 
n 
The Euclidean norm of ~ in Rn 
A second norm given by 
I~I = i~l IXil will also be useful. These norms have the same 
associated topology. 
31. 
If p = (Pl""'P
n
) where Pl"",P
n 
are non-negative integers, 
dP denotes the partial derivative 
If P is a polynomial 
/p/ 
s 
32. 
of degree m in n variables, P(x)= ~ where 
Ipl < m 
the associated partial differential operator 
~ 
Ipl $ m of order m will be denoted P(o). Its transpose 
v 
or ad joint t-1i11 be tvritten P(o) = P( -0) and is the partial differ-
ential operator ~ It will be seen later that 
Ipl $ m 
this definition agrees with the definition of the transpose given 
in subsection 1.1.4. Unless the contrary is explicitly stated, 
P will be assumed to bea non-zero polynomial. 
¢ (JL ), D (K), D (~ ) 
m 1Il 1Il 
and their Properties. 1.2.1 The Spaces 
If Sl. is an open subset of Rn and 0 ~ m ~ 00, 
denotes the space of m times continuously differentiable complex 
valued functions defined in Jl.. under the Heakest topology making 
continuous all the semi-norms NK for s ~ m and K a compact 
s 
subset of -l.l where 
for every cp € ¢ (n). 
m 
~ is defined by 
s 
is simply tvr itten ¢ . 
m 
Proposition 1.2.1: If 4L is an open subset of Rn and 
¢ (..1l ) 
m 
¢ (A) 
00 
is a Frechet space. is o ~ m ~ 00, The space 
also a Monte1 space. 
5 
Proof. That ¢ (Jl) (0 ~ m ~ 00) is metrizable and convex 
m 
follows from theorems 1.1.11 and 1.1.12. 
¢ (Jl ) is readily proved. 
m 
r~e completeness of 
A subset B of ¢ ( -fl ) is bounded if and only if everyone of 00 
the se!l1i-norms rf (0 ~ I < 00, K compact in ...D. ) is bounded on s 
B. It follows by use of ns coli's theorem that B is precompact. 
Since ¢ (JL) is also a Fr~chet space, it is a Montel space. 00 
(see Bour~aki [2], p.89). 
If K is a compact subset of Rn and 0 ~ m ~ 00, D (K) 
--m 
is the subset of ¢m(~n) consisting of the functions with compact 
support contained in K, under the topology i nduced by ¢m(~n). 
It is clear that Rn can be replaced by any open subset of Rn ,.,hich 
contains K. 
Proposition 1.2.2: If n K is a compact subset of ~ , and 
o ~ m < 00, D (K) is a Banach space. The space 
--m 
" both a Frechet space and a Montel space. 
= D (K) 
\)0 
Q.(K) 
Proof. The semi-norm NK is in fact a norm on D (K) 
m --m 
is 
if 
o ~ ~ < 00 . The other statements follow from the fact that, for 
each m (0 ~ m ~ 00), D (K) 
--m 
If .....n.. is an open subset of R 
11 
and o ~ m ~ 00, 
is defined to be the inductive limit of the spaces D (K) 
--m 
D (h ) 
--m 
such 
33 . 
that K is a compact subset of Jl . ~(~n) is simply written 
D . 
-m 
Proposition 1.2.3: If Jl is an open subset of o $ m $ 00, 
and {K.}oo is a sequence of compact subsets of ~~ whose union is 
~ i=l 
I1.. then for each i, D (K.) III ~ is a closed subspace of D ( Jl) 
and D ( Jl. ) 
III 
Proof. 
III 
is the strict inductive limit of the spaces D (K.). 
III ~ 
That D ( Jl ) is the strict inductive limit of the 
III 
spaces ~ (Ki ) fo11o,,,s from proposition 1.1.l~ 6. Since D (K.) III ~ 
is a closed subspace of ~(Ki+l)' it is a closed subspace of 
D (SL) by proposition 1.1.47. 
-m 
Proposition 1.2.4: If -I.L is an open subset of Rn and 
o $ m $ 00, D ( Jl) 
-m 
is a separated, complete, barrelled, bornological 
= D (Jl ) 
<xl 
is also a Montel space. space. The space 
Proof. That each D (12 ) is separated, complete, barrelled 
-m 
and bornological follows from propositions 1.2.2, 1.2.3, 1.1.47, 
1.1.43 and 1.1.44. That ~(Jl ) is a Montel space follows 
from propositions 1.2.2, 1.2.3 and 1.1.49. 
Proposition 1.2.5: If .J1.. is an open subset of Rn and 
o $ m < 00, the following inclusions hold topologically 
34. 
D ( ll ) C ¢ Ul) 
-m m 
Moreover, in each inclusion E C F indicated above, E is a dense 
topological vector subspace of F. 
Proof. These results follow readily from the definitions. 
(Edwards [lJ section 5.8) 
Proposition 1.2.6: If K 
{~i}oo is a sequence in Q(K), 
i=l 
(non-zero) constants ~1'~2"" 
is bounded in Q(K) 
is a compact subset of Rn and 
then there existl positive 
such that the sequence {~~}oo 
n n n=l 
Proof. If is required to find ~1'~2"" such that 
is bounded for each m, say N (~ ~ ) < A • 
m n n - m 
sufficient to construct sequences {~}oo 
n n=l 
Hence it is 
and {Am}oo 
m=l 
of positive numbers such that, for every m and n, 
N (~ ~ ) < A 
m n n - m 
35. 
Define A by 
m 
For each n, {N (~)}oo is an increasing sequence. 
m n m=l 
36. 
Hence 
{Am}oo is an increasing sequence, with the property that, if m ~ n, 
m=l 
N (~ ) < A • 
m n - m 
Hence, for every m and n, 
which implies, since A > 1, 
m-
N (~ ) 
m n 
A ~ maX{N (~ ), N2 (~ ), ••• , N 1 (q> ),. 1}:: Bn 1 n n n- n 
m 
Finally, let a. 
n 
A 
m 
N (~ ) 
m n 
1 B> O. 
n 
~ a. 
n 
and {a.n}
oo 
n=l 
Then, for every m and n, 
are sequences with the desired property. 
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1.2.2 The Spaces ¢~( Jl), ~(JL)' ~F( J2 ) and their Properties. 
and 
If 0 $ m $ 00 and Jl is an open subset of 
D'(Jl ) are, as usual, the strong duals of 
-m 
Rn "', ( .. J1 ) 
-, 'I'm 
¢m ( fL ) and D (.Jl ) 
-m 
respectively. The space ~F(J1 ) is defined to be U D ( il). 
-m O$m<oo ' 
Only the weak topology is useful on ~(ll ). 
The space ~'( Sl. ) = D' (Sl ) 
-00 
is the space of distributions in ...n.. . 
If o $ m < 00 , 
of order $ m. 
the space D' ( f:' ) 
III 
is the space of distributions in _~ 
The elements of D'( Sl ) are the distributions of 
III 
order $ m. A distribution of order $ m but not of order $ m-l 
is said to be of order m. The space ~'F( n ) is the space of 
distributions of finite order. The space ¢1(Jl ) is the space of 
00 
distributions of compact support in J1 , and for m $ 0 < 00, 
¢'(ll ) is the space of distributions of order $ m and compact 
m 
support in ..n.... . These, names t"ill be justified later. 
The elements of go( ll ) are the Radon measures in Jl . 
They are the usual measures of integration theory. (see Edwards [ I ] 
chapter 4) 
Observe that, if f is a locally integrable function on ~ 
(i.e. integrable on each compact subset of Jl ) then the formula 
38. 
< cp, f > = J SL fcp 
for every cp € D( SL) defines a distribution in ..n. . The locally 
integrable functions will be identified \olith the distributions 
they define. If ~ is a Radon measure in JL the formula 
defines a distribution in ~ • Again, a measure is identified 
with the distribution it defines. If f is a function locally 
of bounded variation in JL , the distribution defined by the 
measure corresponding to f is the derivative, in the sense defined 
below, of the distribution defined by the Radon measure associated 
with f. 
It is immediate that ~(J1) c ¢~(Jl ), and $oo( SL ) c ~I(~_) 
topologically. Moreover ~(Jl ) is dense in ~1(Sl.. ). (Schwartz 
[1) chapitre III theoreme XV). 
ProEosition 1.2.7: If ..n.. is an open subset of 
n R and o ::;; m ::;; 00, 
the spaces $ 1 (.J1.) and D 1 (11 ) are separated complete spaces. 
m -m 
The spaces $1 (Jl ) and ~1( .. nJ are also Montel spaces. 
00 
Proof. These results follow from propositions 1.2.1 and 1.2.4 
by virtue of propositions 1.1.44 and 1.1.38. 
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Proposition 1.2.8: If JL is an open subset of !n and 
o $ m < 00, the following inclusions hold topologically. 
¢' Ul) C ¢' (Sl ) C ¢' (JI.) 
m m+l 00 
¢~ (.D.) C Q.' (Il.) 
Proof. These relations follow from proposition 1.2.5. 
If JL. is an open set in n ! and..I'L l is an open subset of JL 
then, for every X E Q.' (11) , X I JL 1 is defined to be X I Q. (1\) • 
Proposition 1.2.9: (Principle of Localization). Suppose 
is an open subset of Rn and {n.} is an open covering of Jl. 
1. iEI 
If {xJ is a family of distributions for ,.,hich Xi E Q.' (.JL i) 
ieI 
and Xi I J1. i n ...n.. j = X j I .J1 i n J1 j whenever .fl i n S'L j 
empty, then there exists a unique distribution X e Q.'(il) 
is not 
such 
that X l.fl i = Xi for each i E 1. 
or Sch,.,artz [lJ chapitre I {) 3). 
(Edwards elJ proposition 5.6.2 
If X E Q.'(Jl) then, by proposition 1.2.9, there exists a 
maximal open subset U of ..n... on ",hich X = O. The set 
.sl \ U is called the support of X, usually denoted by supp X. 
Observe that, if ~1'~2 E Q.(1l) agree on a neighbourhood of the 
support of X € ~f(il ) then < ~l'X > = < ~2'X >. If {x.} 
1. i€I 
is a set converging ,·,eakly in ~f (fL) to X and if supp X. c F 
1. 
40. 
for some fixed, relatively closed subset F of JrL, then supp Xc F. 
(Edwards [1] section 5.6) 
Proposition 1.2.10: A distribution X c ~f(Jl) belongs to 
¢f (Jl) if and only if it has compact support in J't . 
00 
(EdHards 
[1) section 5.7 or Schwartz [1] chapitre III theoreme XXV). 
It follows that, if JL 1 and .JL 2 are open subsets of Rn 
and .IL l c .f2.. 2 then ¢~( ...o.. l) can be identified with the topological 
vector subspace of ¢~( -l.L 2) consisting of distributions in Jr.l 2 
wi th compact support contained in .Jl. l . 
is -0.2 = ~n. 
The most important case 
It is not possible to identify ~f(Jl ) with a subspace of 
~f(Rn) in this way. Indeed if JL is an open set not containing 
the origin, the function ~ --> I I~I 1-1 defines a distribution 
on SL which cannot be extended to Rn 
Proposition 1.2.11: If B is a bounded subset of ¢'(Jl ), 
00 
then there is a compact set Kc Jl containing the support of every 
element of B, and B is contained and bounded in ¢f(J}) 
m 
for some integer m. In particular every distribution of compact 
support is of finite order. Every distribution is locally of finite 
order. 
Proof. (See Edvlards [1] section 5.7 or Schwartz 11] chapitre 
III 07). Since ~ (Jl) is barrelled, B is equicontinuous by 
00 
proposition 1.1.33. Hence there exist a compact subset K c Jl , 
an integer m ~ 0 and an e > 0 such that the neighbourhood 
of the defining base of ~ (Jl ) has the property that 
00 
1< ~,X >1 ~ 1 for all ~ € vK(e ) and all X € B. m Equivalently, 
K, m and e are such that 
(2.1) 
for all ~ € $ ( Sl ) and all X € B. 
00 
Firstly, it fo11O\\1s from (2.1) that every member of B has 
support contained in K, for, if (supp ~) n K is empty for 
$ (.Q) K vanishes on any ~ € then N (cp) = O. Hence X € B 
00 m 
~ € ~~(.n) whose support does not meet K. 
Secondly, it follows from (2.1) that the same inequality 
holds f~r all ~ € $ (Jl ), since ~ (ll) is dense in ~ (Jl). 
m 00 m 
Hence every member of B 
B c ¢ I (Sl.) c D I (SL) 
m In 
is continuous on ~ (Jl). 
m 
Thus 
all 
Finally, since every member of B has compact support contained 
in K, (2.1) guarantees that the set 
{I< ~,X >1 : ~ €~; X € B} 
41. 
< 
42. 
~ of ~ (Jl)' 
m 
is bounded for every bounded subset B is Hence 
bounded in ¢~(Jl). 
The derivative oPX of a distribution X € ~1(Jl) is defined 
by the equation 
Thus differentiation in ~1(ll) is the negative of the transpose 
of differentiation in ~(~~). Since differentiation is a continuous 
mapping of ~(JL) into itself, it is a continuous mapping of 
~I(JL) into itself. This also justifies the definition of the 
transpose of a linear partial differential operator. 
The following theorem on the structure of distributions of 
finite order is extremely important. In view of proposition 1.2.11 
it shows that the distributions are in a sense the smallest extension 
of the continuous functions closed under the natural extension of 
differentiation given above. 
Theorem 1.2.12: If Jl. is an open subset of 
and X € DI(J1), then X can be expressed as the finite sum of 
1Il 
derivatives of order ~ m of Radon measures in _GL : 
X = 
43. 
where a p € ~(J1). If, further, X has compact support K in J2.., 
the a may be assumed to have supports contained in any preassigned p 
neighbourhood of K in -fl. Conversely, any such finite sum of 
derivatives of order Jf5: m of Radon measures in..fL is a distribution 
of order sm in ~ • (see Edwards [1) theorem 5.8.1 or Schwartz 
[lJ chapitre III theoreme XXXI). 
Corollary 1.2.13: Every X € D'(JL) 
-m 
(0 S m < 00) is the finite 
sum of derivatives of order at most m + (k+2)n of functions belonging 
to ~k (..n.). (Edwards [1] section 5.8.1, remark). 
Remark; This theorem shows that ~'(Jl) - D'(Jl) n ~'(Jl). 
m -m 00 
1.2.3 Convolution of Distributions. 
It is possible to define a commutative convolution product 
between two distributions of which one has compact support. 
The product is associative whenever all but one of the factors 
has compact support. For the details see Edwares (1] section 5.10 
or Schwartz [2] chapitre VI ~ 2. 
" 
The convolution product of 
f..L €~, and v € D' is written IoI*V € !!'. 
00 
The following results are all proved in Schwartz [2] chapitre 
1 I C'03,4. 
Proposition 1.2.14: If f..L € ~!, v €!!' and supp f..L • K 
(compact) then, for any open subset -l.L of ~n, IoI*vl-fL depends only 
on vi (.lL\ K). 
44. 
Theorem 1. 2 .15: The mapping (IJ., y) ~ IJ.*V is linear and continuous 
from ¢' X ¢' into ¢'. If IJ. E ¢' the mapping 11 -:;> ~v 
00 00 00 oc 
is continuous from D' into ~'. If v E D' the mapping 
J..L -:> lJ.*v is continuous from ¢' into ~'. 00 
The last two assertions are expressed by saying that the mapping 
(J..L, v) -::> J..L* v is separately continuous from "', X D' 
'1'00 ' -
into ~'. 
Proposition 1.2.16: If 0 is the Dirac measure at ~ E Rn 
~ 
(defined by < ~, 0a > = ~(~) for all ~ E ~) then, for every J..L E D' 
where P(o) is a linear partial differential operator with constant 
coefficients and T is the translation mapping. (If ~ is a 
~ 
function on n ~ , for every 
< ~,T J..L > = < T ~,J..L > for every ~ E ~.) 
~ -~ 
It follows, using theorem 1.2.11, 
11*11 E D' 
k+m 
that, if 
If 
J..L E ¢' and 
m 
Theorem 1.2.17: The mapping (J..L,a) --::> J..L~ is separately 
J..L E D' 
- , 
cont6nuous from ~' X D or ¢, X ¢ into 
00 00 
from ¢ ~ X Q. into ~; 
I - ---
and from ~ X ~ or ¢~ X ¢m into ¢O· 
If ~ E~' and ~ E ~, ~*~ E ¢ is called the regularization 
00 
of ~ by ~. It is possible to find a sequence of functions 
{~i} in D such that ~ -;,> (; i in ¢' . 00 
~ E D', ~*~. E '" and J..t*~i -> ~ in D', 
- 1. '1'00 
{~i} is called a regularizing sequence. 
It follows that, for 
Such a sequence 
45. 
By using proposition 1.2.14 it is possible to extend the operation 
of regularization to ~(JU for any open subset SL of ~n. 
If ~ E ¢' 
00 
...J1..' = {~ E 
and v ED' then ~*V 1.Jl' depends only on V 1-11. , where 
Rn : ~ - supp ~ c Jl.}. Hence, if A E ~'(.J2.) it is 
possible to define I-t*A E ~'(.fl.'). 
In particular, if v E ~'(SL) and is a regularizing 
sequence with the property that supp ~i then the "'*~. 
1. 
are defined in subsets -fL I respectively, eventually non-empty, and 
are infinitely differentiable there. Every relatively compact 
open subset of Rn is eventually contained in the Jl i' and 
For any function ~ defined on its symmetric with respect 
v v 
to the origin is the function ~ defined by ~(~) = ~(-~) for all 
v 
For any distribution ~ E ~', its symmetric ~ is defined 
v v 
by < ~,~ > = < ~,~ > for all ~ E ~. 
The following formulae hold for 
v v 
< cp,J.L > = (~~)(O) = (J.I.*cp)(O) 
v vv ( J.I.* v) = J.I.* v 
v v 
J.L € D' 
- , 
< cp, IJ.* v > = < J.I.*~, v > = < v*cp, J.L > 
It follows from proposition 1.1.16 that 
v v (P(o) 6) P(o) 5 
V € A-, 
"0:,' 
for any linear partial differential operator P(o). 
cp € ~: 
Finally, there is an important theorem on the support of the 
convolution product due to Lions. (Lions (11). 
Theorem 1.2.18: (Lions' Supports Theorem). If J.L, v € ¢ I 
00 
then J.L*V € ¢' and 
00 
f(supp J.L*v) = f(supp J.L) + f(supp v) where reS) denotes the 
1 f h b t S of ~n. convex enve ope 0 t e su se 
1.2.4 Fourier Transformation in D'. The Spaces S and ~'. 
46. 
The Fourier transformation cannot be defined for all distributions. 
Indeed it cannot be defined for all members of ¢oo· Thus §., 
the space of infinitely differentiable functions of rapid decrease 
is introduced in order to provide S' as the domain of definition of 
the Fourier transformation. 
The space s is defined to be the vector subspace of t 00 
formed of all those functions ~ for which 
is finite for each m = 1,2, •••• The norms S on S define 
m 
a convex topology. It can be shown in a similar way as for ~ 
"00 
that S is both a Frechet space and a Montel Space. Moreover 
D is dense in ~. 
A 
47. 
The Fourier transform ~ of any ~ E S is defined by the formula 
for every ~ E ~~. Repeated integration by parts shows that 
A 
~ E ~ . 
00 
A 
Proposition 1.2.19: The mapping ~ --~ ~ is a topological 
vector space isomorphism of S onto itself. (Edwards [1] subsection 
5.15.1, Schwartz [2] chapitre VII theoreme XII). 
The space S' of temperate distributions or distributions of 
slow increase is the strong dual of S. Since D is a dense 
subspace of ~, S I may be regarded as a subspace of ~'. 
Moreover, since the topology in D is finer than that in ~, 
the topology in S' is finer than that in Q.'. 
48. 
The Fourier transformation in S' is defined to be the transpose 
of the Fourier transformation in ~. Thus, if ~ € S' and 
cp € S, 
A A 
< cp,~ > = < cp,~ > 
In this discussion, the Fourier transformation will only be 
applied to distributions with compact support. The following 
identification of the Fourier transforms of such distributions is 
extremely useful. 
Theorem 1.2.20: (Generalized Paley-Heiner Theorem). In order 
A 
that ~ € ~' be the Fourier transform of a distribution ~ € ~~ 
it is necessary and sufficient that it be a function analyticall y 
continuable to an entire function on en and satisfying 
(2.2) A N I I jJ.(~) I $ e(l+I ~1> exp AI J"' ·~I 
for some positive constants c, N, A and all n A € Q • 
A 
In order that ~ be the Fourier transform of a function 
~ € D it is necessary and sufficient that it be an entire function 
on Cn of t" 1 t d th t th i t ta t exponen 1a ype, an a ere ex s s a cons n 
A such that for each N there exists a constant CN such that 
(2.3) 
for every n A € Q • 
Proof: See Schwartz [2] chapitre VII theoreme XVI or 
Hormander [3] theorem 1.7.7. More detail is given in the latter, 
although a different definition of Fourier transformation is used 
which, however, makes only minor differences in the proof. 
Remerks: 1.Functions of exponential type. An entire function 
~ of n complex variables is said to be of exponential type 
if there exist constants A and B such that 
for every n A € £ . An entire function is of exponential type 
if and only if it is of order $ 1 or of order 1 and finite 
type. (Hille [2] chapter 14). 
2. Functions of slow increase in the real part. An entire 
function ~ on en is said to be of slow increase in the real part 
if there exists a constant N such that, for each T € Rn there 
exists a constant C such that 
for all n Q. € ~ • The space of all entire functions on en of 
exponential type and slow increase in the real part will be denoted 
o 
2:. 
11 
by 
3. Fu~ctions of rapid decrease in the real part. An entire 
function ~ on en is said to be of rapid decrease in the real part 
49. 
if, for each N > 0 and each T € Rn there exists a constant 
C > 0 (depending on N end !) such that 
for each n Q.€~. The space of all entire functions on of 
exponential type and -rapid decrease in the real part will be 
denoted by 
Finally, the following calculation rules hold for the Fourier 
transformation in ¢' . 
00 
~oposition 1.2.21: If ~,v € ¢~, then 
If P(d) is a linear partial differential operator in Rn with 
constant coefficients, 
A ( r (d) 6 ) = P 
where P is the polynomial given by P(~) P(2in~) for all 
(Schwartz [2] chapitreVII :<.7,8) 
Proposition 1.2.22: 
f € L2 (~n) and 
(P1anchereld Theorem). If 
(§chwartz [2] p.88). 
50. 
1.2.5 L Ul.) 
-m 
The Sp?ces and K Ul). 
-m 
If m ~ 0, and -fl is an open subset of n ~ the space 
L (Jl) is the space of distributions whose derivatives (in the 
-m 
sense of distributions) of order $ m are identifiable with 
locally square sur:unable functions in JL . The topology of 
is the weakest making continuous all the semi-norms 
for and every compact subset 
usually abbreviated to L • 
-m 
K of 
If K is a compact subset of -r.L and m ~ 0, the space 
K (K) 
""lII. 
Len.) 
-m 
denotes the subspace of consisting of those elements 
with compact support contained in K. The topology of K (K) 
""'In 
L un. 
-m 
Finally, if ~ is an open subset of is that induced by 
n 
~ , K ("OJ 
-m 
is t he inductive limit of the spaces K (K), 
-m 
compact subset of JL . K (Rn) is abbreviated to K. 
~ - -m 
K a 
Proposition 1.2.22: If -fL is an open subset of Rn and m ~ 0, 
!.( (..Il) 
1'l 
t~e sp:::.ce is se p':'J:~::ed , cO::1? lete, barrelled and bornological. 
':he sp?ce L ell) 
1:\ 
is a Frechet space. 
K (Jl) 
-m 
By proposition 1.1.46 may be regarded as the Proof: 
stri~t inductive limit of the sequence of spaces !m(Ki ) where 
{Ki} is en increasing sequence of compact sets which covers.sL. 
The result follows by propositions 1.1.43 and 1.1.48 since each 
K (~) is a nan~ch space. 
""lII. i 
51. 
That L (Sl) is a metrizable convex space follm~s from 
-m 
theorems 1.1.11 and 1.1.lZ. Its completeness follows from that 
of the LZ spaces. 
Remark: Proposition 1.1.49 gives a useful characterization of the 
bounded subsets of K (Sl ). 
-m 
Proposition 1.Z.Z3: The strong dual of !o(Jl ) is 10(11), 
and conversely. In particular, both ~(~ ) and ho(Jl ) are 
reflexive. 
Proof: Since !o(JL) and ho(lL ) are both barrelled, they 
52. 
have their strong topologies 13[!o(J} ), ~bC d] and l3[hoU2.),1(,(12 )] 
respectively. Thus it is only necessary to show ~(Jl ) = ho(Jl ) 
and bb( ll ) = !o(Jl ) as vector spaces without topology. 
It is obvious that ~(Jl ) :::> hotn. ). Conversely, suppose 
~ € ~(Jl ) • Then, by proposition 1.1.40, ~ is continuous 
on each ~(K), K compact in JL . Hence, on K, ~ can be 
identified with a square summable function f K• Since fK and 
fK, agree on K n K' in the sense of LZ l-1henever K and K' 
are compact subsets of -fL with non-empty intersection, ~ can 
be identified in the whole of ~ with a locally square summable 
function as desired. 
·'O··· ~I . 
Similarly it is obvious that 1Q(Ji.) ::::> lSoCOJ. Conversely, 
since ~o(Jl.) is dense in 1oCnJ , ~(.Q ) may be identified 
with a subspace of ~OWl) . Hence the members of ~Cll ) have 
compact support. But !O(ll ) is also a dense subspace of 10(J1). 
Hence 1Q(1l) is identifiable with a subspace of !'O(ll ) = 1o(Jl). 
Thus 1Q(1l) c !o(Sl ) = ho(~l ) n ~~ (JL ), as desired. 
In view of this result, K' ( Sl ) 
-m 
is written as L (Jl ) 
--m 
as K (.Q) 
--m 
and . ~(.n ) for all m ~ O. 
53. 
Proposition 1.2.24: The space is the set of distributions 
which are finite sums of derivatives of order S m of locally square 
summable functions. is the subspace of consisting 
of those elements having compact support. 
Proof; An argument similar to that used to prove theorem 
1.2.12 proves this result. See Edwards [lJ theorem 5.B.l. 
Theorem 1.2.25: If 2m > n, or equivalently, if 
m ~ [~] + 1, then ~ c ~o. (Schwartz [2] pp.44, 45). 
A set ~hich is 00unded in hI is re l ative l y com~act in ho· 
( see Schwartz [2 ] 1> . 4.L,< Remarque) . 
1. 2. 6 A Theorem on Convolution Eguations. 
This section contains a theorem which plays an essential part 
in chapters two and three. Its proof is rather lengthy, and is 
54. 
based on the properties of formal power series in n . i~,determinantes 
with coefficients in gn. Since the methods used are outside 
the scope of this discussion, the proof will have to be omitted. 
An exponential-polynomial is a function in Rn of the form 
Theorem 1.2.26: If ~,v € ~', 
00 
A A 
in order that v = F~ for 
some entire function F it is necessary and sufficient 
that every exponential polynomial Q for which ~Q = 0 satisfies 
(Edwards [1] subsection 5.16.1, and 5.16.2; Mal grange 
[1] pp.28l-285) 
If ~ € ¢' the set of finite linear combinations of the 
00 
exponential polynomials Q for which ~~ = 0 will be denoted by 
v(~) • 
Corollary 1.2.27: 
meromorphic function 
v • 
V € [v(~)] 
If ~,V€¢" 
00 
then in order that the 
A 
V be entire, it is necessary and sufficient that A 
~ 
Proof: By virtue of theorem 1.2.26, it suffices to show 
v • 
that v € [v(~)] is equivalent to v(~) c v(v) 
V .I.. 
If v € [V(~)] then, for every exponential polynomial Q 
v n 
satisfying ~*Q = 0, its translates T aQ : !!. € !i, also satisfy 
v ~T ~ = 0 by proposition 1.2.16, 
a 
By hypothesis, 
v 
v 
and hence ~* (T Q) = O. 
a 
0=< V,(T Q) > = V*T (Q)(O) = (Y*Q)(a) 
a a -
v 
Hence v*Q = 0 and Q € V(~) as asserted. The argument is 
clearly reversible. 
55 . 
56. 
CRAnER II 
LINEAR PARTIAL DIFFERENl'IAL EQUATIONS HITH CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS. 
57. 
i1. Existence of an Elementary Solution. 
In this section it is shown that every differential operator 
P(o} in Rn with constant coefficients has an elementary solution sat-
isfying certain local regularity properties which, in particular, 
imply that it is the sum of derivatives (in the sense of distributions) 
of order ~ [~] + 1 of locally square summable functions. 
The proof is accomplished by introducing a norm on ~ based 
on the Fourier tran8fo~ation and showing the topology induced by 
it to be weaker than the usual topology on g. It is easy to 
v 
define a linear form on P(d)~ continuous for this norm, and to 
extend it to a continuous linear form on ~ which is the required 
elementary solution. To show this solution has the local regularity 
properties takes more care. 
The discussion begins ~.,ith some results on the Fourier 
transformation in ~. 
Lemma 2.1.1: If f is an entire function of one complex 
variable, and P is a monic polynomial of degree m, then, for 
every complex and positive r, 
If(~)I~ 1m sUP{lp(~')f(~r)1 I ~' - ~ I ~ 2mr} 
r: 
~: Since 
where ~l' ••• , ~ are the roots of P, it suffices to shoTtl that, 
for i· l, .•• ,m, 
If I~-~il ~ r, this is immediate. 
principle of the maximum modulus, 
If I~-~il $ r, then, by the 
If(~) I $ sup {I f(~t) I : I ~I - ~i l = r} 
$ ~ sUP{I(~t - ~i)f(bl)1 : I ~t - ~i l = r} 
$ ~ sup {I (~' -~i) f ( ~ ') I : I ~' -~i I $ 2r} 
the last inequality being a consequence of the triangle inequality. 
Definition 2.1.2: If f is the Fourier transform of a function 
~ € ~(!) and T € ~ let 
By the Paley-Heiner theorem (1.2 20) f is an entire function 
of one complex variable of rapid decrease at infinity for fixed 
imaginary part. Hence this definition is valid. 
58. 
Lemma 2.1.3: If f is the Fourier transform of a function 
~ E ~(~) and P is defined as in lemma 2.1.1, there exists a 
constant C depending only on m and r such that 
Proof: Note first that Pf is the Fourier transform of 
Now, let 
I = {a E ~ : I pea) I :; I} 
let J be the complement of I in ~ and majorize the integrals 
of If I over I and J separately. 
1. It is immediate that 
2. On the other hand, for every real a, 
1£(a)1 $ (4:)m sUP{lp(~')f(~')1 :I~'~a l :; t} 
< (4:)m sup{lp( ~ ')£(~')1 :[T'I :;~} 
59. 
by lemma 2.1.1 where ~'= a' + iT'. By Cauchy's formula, 
putting g = Pf, and integrating along the boundary of the strip 
(Y') = __ 1 __ J g(O-ir) dO ___ 1 __ J g(O+ir) dO 
g ~ 21fi ~ ~'-O+ir 2Jti ~ ~'-0-ir 
in this strip, since g is the Fourier transform of P(2;id)~ E ~ 
and hence is of rapid decrease at infinity. (Paley-Weiner theorem). 
Hence, in this strip, 
Ig(~')I~ 1f~(J~lg(O-ir)lda + J~lg(a+ir)ldo) 
= :r <III g III r + III gill -r ) 
Finally, 
Now, if 0 € I, then IO-~il ~ 1 for at least one value of 
i bet\-leen 1 and m. It follOl~s that I has measure not greater 
than 2m. Hence 
Thus satisfies the lemma. 
Definition 2.1.4: let 
60. 
Definition 2.1.5: 
(i) If ~ € ~ and p € £ let ~(p) = (exp 0 2np Pl)~ 
where is the projection mapping x -:> x 
- 1 onto 
Clearly, if ~ €~, ~(p) € ~. 
(ii) If r > 0 and ~ € ~ let 
Lemma 2.1.6: Definition 2.1.4 defines a norm on ~. 
Definition 2.1.5 (ii) defines a norm on D whose associated 
topology, A, is ",eaker than the usual topology, 1.1, on ~. 
Proof: That the infinite integral defining I I I .. I I I indeed 
exists follows from the Paley-Feiner theorem Hhich asserts that 
the Fourier transform of a function of ~ i s of rapid decrease at 
infinity. That I I 1.·1 I I is a semi-norm is readily verified since 
the Fourier transformation is linear. Finally, the zero function 
61. 
is the only continuous function whose Fourier transform is identically 
zero. Hence I I I .. ' I I is a norm. It fo11o\'1s at once that II·· II 
is a norm on ~. It remains only to show that this norm defines 
a \~eaker topology on D than the usual one. 
Now (~, ru.) is the inductive limit of the spaces ~(K), K 
b f ~n. a compact su set 0 Hence, by the definition of the inductive 
limit, it is sufficient to show that (D,Jt) induces on each ~(K) 
a topology weaker than its usual topology. 
If <p € ~(K), n then, for every Q € ! , 
where ~ is the Laplacian differential operator. This formula 
"'-is deduced by integrating the integral defining cp(Q) by parts 
t wice with respect to each variable. (cf. the proof of the Paley-
Weiner theorem) But, for cr € Rn 
m denoting Lebesgue measure on !n. Hence there exists a 
constant AK depending only on K such that 
seminorms of Q(K). Finally, integratiou of this formula over 
sho~~s that there exists a constant Ale depending only on K 
such that, for all <p € Q(K) 
(1.1) 
Now, if P € £, and cp €Q, 
d =(~) (p) + 2rrp cp(p) dxl cp(p) I 
d c(~) i = 2,3, •.. , n dX. <p( .) (p) 
1. • 1 
62. 
But also, if Ipl ~ r, and £ € K 
21tPOl 
1~(p)(Q)1 = Ie ~(£)I 
sup 
< e 21t rd l (0)1 
- ~-
where d = ~ € K I xII· Hence there exists a constant 
de pending only on K and r such that, if ~ € g(K), 
Hence, substituting in the inequality (1.1), 
B K,r 
for every ~ € D(K) and p such that Ipl ~ r. Thus there exists 
a constant BKI depending only on K and r such that, if 
,r 
~ € g(K) and Ip i ~ r, 
Hence the norm I I .. I I defines a topology on g(K) weaker 
than the one defined by the norm ~ which in turn is weaker than 
the usual topology. This completes the proof. 
. n 
Proposition 2.1.7: If p(o) is a differential operator on ~ 
of order m with constant coefficients such that the coefficient of 
L 
?Jxm 
1 
is unity, (Le. P satisfies the conditions of lemma 2.1.3) 
63. 
then there exists a constant A, depending only on m and r 
such that 
Proof: The Fourier transform Q of P(o) 5 is the polynomial 
given by 
III 
m m m-j Q(~) = (2ni) ~l + ~ ~l Q'(~2""'~) 
. 1 J n J= 
the Q. being polynomials in (n-l) variables. By lemma 2.1.3, 
J 
for any real 02" "'On and positive r, 
= ___ C ___ JR{IG(Ol,02""'0 ) 1+ \G(Ol + ir, 02" •. , on>1 (2n)m _ n 
G A 
----- = . cpR where R 
(2d)m 
A 
where G = cpQ so that is a polynomial 
satisfying the hypotheses of lemma 2.1.3 in ~l' Hence integration 
with respect to °2"" 'On sho\~s that 
c 
Illcplll < -- J [ ... ] dQ. 
- (2n)m B,n 
64, ! 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
i 
: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
Now, 
Similarly, 
= J exp 
Rn 
while trivially, 
Substitution of the formulae in (1. 2) 
satisfies the proposition. 
shmvs that A = ~ 
(21T)m 
Definition 2.1. 3 : An elementary solution of a differential 
operator P(d) is a distribution E such that P(d)E = o. 
65. 
D 
... 
Theorem 2.1.9: Every differential operator P(o) with constant 
coefficients admits an elementary solution E such that the mapping 
E* : ~ --> E*~ is a continuous mapping of ~ (= L2 n $~) into he. 
Proof: If necessary make a suitable change of variables to 
ensure that p(o) satisfies the conditions of proposition 2.1.7. 
Now, by the Fourier inversion formula, for every ~ € ~ 
Icp(O) I ~ J n 1Q;'(9) Id£ = III~III 
R 
Hence, by proposition 2.1.7 
(1.3) I~(O) I ~ Allp(o)cpll 
Hence P(~)cp = 0 implies cp = O. The formula 
<E, P(-o)~> = ~(O) 
therefore defines a functional on P(-o)~ which is clearly linear. 
By inequality (1.3), E is continuous on P(-o)~ for the topology 
induced by the norm II· ·11· Hence, by the Hahn-Banach theorem, 
E may be extended to a linear form on D continuous under this 
norm. By lemma 2.l. S E is a distribution. However, for every 
<P(O)E,cp> = <E,P(-o)~> = ~(O) = <O,cp>. 
Hence E is an elementary solution of p(o) • 
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It remains to show E* maps continuously from !o into boo 
The proof falls into four parts. In the first an upper bound on 
I <E*~,W> I related to the defining semi-norms of !o and ho is 
derived for ~,V € ~. In the second this inequality is extended 
by regularization t o all ~ € !. Thirdly, use of the Hahn-Banach 
theorem shows E*cp € !fa = 1.0. Finally the mapping is shown to be 
continuous by boundedness principles. 
(1) If cp , W € ~ then, by the Fourier inversion formula 
and proposition 2.1 .7, 
However, since E is an elementary solution of P(d ) 
Hence, for every ~,W € ~ 
... 
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n Now, for ~,W E~, and ~ E ~ 
2:rrpxl (~W)(p)(~ = e fRn W(!) ~(~ - !)d! 
2:rrpt l 2:rrp (xl -t l ) 
= J e \f(!) e ~(~-!)d! ~n 
That is, if ~,W E~, and p E £ 
Hence, by the definition of I , .. I I, 
But, if u, v E ~ it follows by applying first the Cauchy-
Schlvartz inequality and t hen Plancherel' s theorem 
A AA 
by virtue of the fonuula (u*v) = u*v .vhere 
L i ~n. 2 norm n Hence, for all ~,W E ~, 
I I·· IlL denotes the 
2 
, 
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In the next step this formula is extended to ~ €!o, V € ~ by 
regularization . . 
(11) Choose a regularizing sequence {o}oo in D 
n n=l 
such that 
(b) Il onllL = 1 for all n 
1 
and (e) 5 -> 0 in ~' 
n 
If ~ €!O' then ~n = C!>*0n E D for each n and, by virtue of the 
continuity properties of the convolution product (Theorem 1.2.1S) 
~n -;:> ~ in ~'. Hence, for each * € ~, 
(1. 6) 
On the other hand, since rn € D, 
't'n -
But, by equation (1.4) 
And, if f € L2, g € Ll it is a standard result of integration 
theory that f*g € L2 and (e.g. 
Edwards [1] subsection 4.19.1 2) 
69. 
I .... 
But, by virtue of conditions (i) and (ii) on 0, for every 
n 
P € £ such that Ipi ~ r, 
2rcrd 
= e 
svp 
where d = li € VI Ixll. Hence, by application of these 
formulae in turn, 
from which it follows that, 
for every n, ."here AI = e2rcrd A; By (1. 6), if cp € !!o and", € ~ 
which is the desired generalization of (1.5). 
(iii) Now (1.7) shows that, if B is a subset of 
Q.(~) for some compact set ~ C!n and B is bounded in the 
topology induced on g(~) by ~, then < E*cp, B > is bounded. 
Since g(~) is a normed space for this topology this sho~~s that 
E * cp is a continuous linear functional on g(~) under this 
topology. But g under the tooology induced on it by ~ is the 
inductive limit of the g(~) under their induced topologies. 
I 
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Hence E~ defines a continuous linear form on ~. By the Hahn-
Banach theorem, E~ can be extended to a continuous linear form on 
which is unique since D is dense in ~. Since K' :: L 
-0 =0' 
(iv) Finally, E* is continuous from ~ into ~. 
By the same regularization argument used in (ii), it follows 
that, for ~,~ € ~ and 
( ~) 
for some constant A~ ' depending only on M and r. 
Now !o is the inductive limi t of the spaces !So(L) = L2(L), 
the spaces of distributions identifiable '-lith L2 functions whose 
supports are contained in the compact sets L C Rn to pol ogi zed by, 
the L2 norm. It is sufficient therefore, to show operates 
continuously on each ~(L). 
Since !So(L) is normed, it is only necessary to show E* is 
bounded on K (~), i.e., 
- 0 if B is bounded in !So(L) 
E*B is bounded in ~. Now a set T is bounded in ~ =!b, under 
the strong topology on 10, if and only if, for each bounded set D 
in !So the set {<K,x'> : x € T, x' € D} is bounded. But !So 
may be made into the strict inductive limit of the spaces !So(Li ) 
where {LJ is a sequence of compact sets covering !in. Hence 
-- ~ , 
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a bounded set in !o is contained and bounded in some KO(~i)' 
(proposition 1.1.49). Equation (1. 8) shO':~s however, that if 
~ ranges over the bounded set B in !O(~) and • over the bounded 
set ~ in K (~.) for any fixed i, <E~,t.> remains bounded. 
-0 1 " '1" 
Hence E*B is bounded in bo and E* is continuous. 
Corollary 2.1.10: E* maps ~ continuously into ~ for 
< m> O. 
Proof (a) m> O. If 
a. a. 
a. ~ E K , then d ~ E ~ whenever 
-m 
10.1 $ m. Hence E*o ~ = d (E*q» Ebo which implies that E~ E L . 
Since E* is continuous from !So into be it follows at once 
that it is continuous from K into L. 
L 
-m 
(b) m < O. 
is defined to be 
-m -m 
In this case K is defined to be 
-m 
K' ~~ith the strong topologies. 
?' 
~ and 
By (a), 
K continuously into L . 
--m --m 
Hence, its transpose map, 
111 
namely E* maps K' continuously into L' 
- -m --m 
( proposition 1.1.30 and 
Corollary 2.1.11: Any distribution T such that T* maps 
!O continuously into ko is the sum of derivatives (in the sense 
of distributions) of locally square summable functions of order 
$ N <= [~J + 1 (i.e. T E h_N C !SN)' In particular, E is of 
this form. The bound N cannot be reduced. 
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T 
Proof. If 
so is {q;Ji€I' 
{~i}i€I is a net converging t o zero, in 
Hence, by the assumed continuity of T*, 
= 
is a net converging to zero in~. By theorem 1.2.24, 
{T*~i}i€I is a net converging to zero in $0' i.e. converging to 
zero uniformly on every compact set. Hence 
converges to zero. Hence T € h_N. 
The only elementary solution of the identity operator is o . 
But 6 does not belong to 
1 k ~ --~ (log 1 I~I I) , ~'lhere 
L = K' 
--N+l ~-1' for the function 
II~II is the Euclidean norm on 
is in hN- l but is unbounded near the origin, whenever 1 0< k < 2' 
73. 
Remarks: 1. Hormander has obtained slightly better local regularity 
properties. It is also possible to give a constructive proof of this 
theorem (see Hormander [3] section 3.1) 
2. An important question is the existence of a temperate elementary 
solution. This question has been resolved by Hormander [2] and 
Lojasiewicz [lJ. HO\l1ever it is not always possible for a temperate 
sol ution to have the best possible local regularity properties. 
(see Hormander [1 ] ). It is possible using the methoo given above 
to show that, if the direction Xl = 0 is not characteristic 
~ (i.e. the coe fficient of is not zero) and r > 0, then there 
dXf 
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exists an elementary solution of the form (exp 0 2nrPl)Kl + (exp o-2nrpl )E2 
where El and E2 are temperate. (see Malgrange [lJ pp.290-291) • 
It is not possible to go any further into these questions here. 
3. The inequalities of proposition 2.1.7 and theorem 2.1.9 
depend only on the order of m and on the coefficient of 
dm being equal to 1. 
axm 1 
It follows by change of variables that, for each 
set B of differential operators of order m, it is possible 
to ehoose their elementary sol utions to form a bounded set in 
~ (!o,1o) provided that the largest coefficient of the terms of 
order m of each P(d ) E B is bounded belol" in modulus. 
" 
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2. Approximation of Solutions of Homogeneous Equations. 
This section generalizes the classical result that every 
harmonic function in Rn is the limit, uniformly on every compact 
subset of of harmonic polynomials. 
Proposition 2.2.1: If p(a) is a linear partial differential 
operator with constant coefficients in then V € ¢' may 
be written in the form v e p(a)1l 
A 
M -- ~v is i f i h __ an ent re unct on, were 
p 
The sam"tatement is tTue if 
~(p ~ 0) • 
for some Il € ¢' 
00 
- A 
P = [p(a)51 • 
00 
if and onl y if 
~, is replaced by D or 
00 
Proof. (a) If v € ¢' satisfies v = P{~)1l for some 
00 
Il € ¢' , then 
00 
A A -A 
V = (1)(a) 5*1l) = P Il 
A 
Hence M = Il which, by the Paley-Weiner theorem, is entire. 
V € ¢' with 
00 
(b) Conversely, let 
A 
V M =::: entire. 
P 
By the 
Paley-Weiner theorem, it will suffice to show M is of exponential 
type with slow increase in the real part, for then there exists 
Il € ¢' 
00 
A 
such that Il = M. 
A -A 
Hence v = Piland, applying the inverse 
Fourier transformation, v = p{a)ll. 
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If necessary, make a change of variables to ensure that 
P(d) satisfies the hypotheses of proposition 2.1.7. Then, 
the Rj (j = l, ••• ,m) being polynomials in (A2, ••• , An). 
Applying lemma 2.1.1 
By the Paley-Weiner theorem, the right side is of slow increase 
in the real argument, hence M is also. 
On the other tand, it follows, by the principle of the 
maximum modulus, that 
log 'M(~ , 
,~, 
= 
1 
,~ 
-m,A log(2rr) v(~,A2, ••• , An)1 
IAII + ... + IAn l 
for some complex ~ such that I~-All = 2m. 
triangle inequality, 
Hence, using the 
76. 
$ sup {( ••• J 
Thus, finally 
I A -m"'A lim sup log M~_)I lim sup 10g(2rr) IV(_> I I~I -> 00 I~I ~ I~I -> 00 I~I _ 2m 
'" < lim sup log I v(~ 1 
- I~I-> 00 I~I 
'" Since v is of exponential type, M is also. 
In order to complete the proof, it ,suffices, since both 
D and !p (p ~ 0) are subspaces of ~!, to show that, if 
v E D or K and there exists ~ €~, satisfying v. p(a)~, 
- ~ ~ 
then ~ € ~ or K respectively. NGw, if E is an elementary 
-p 
solution of pea), then, 
77. 
Hence, if V €~, so also does ~. Moreover, if E is an 
elementary solution such that E*!o C 10 and V € K , 
-p then, 
by virtue of corollary 2.1.10, ~ € L • 
-p Hence ~ € L n ¢ , = K • 
-p 00 -p 
Corollary 2.2.2: P(d)~' is a closed subspace of ~, 
00 00 
Proof. shows that V € P(d)~' if and 
00 
Proposition 2.2.1 
A 
only if M = ~ is entire, while corollary 1. 2.27 shows that M 
P 
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is entire if and only if V € [V(P(d) 5 »)~. v • Hence P(d)~' = [V(P(d) 5} 
00 
which is closed. 
Theorem 2.2.3: n If .JL is an open convex set in! and P(d) 
1s a linear partial differential operator with constant coefficients, 
f € ~ (.1l.) 
00 
every function which satisfies P(d)f • ° is the limit 
in ~ (~ ) of linear combinations of exponential-polynomial 
00 
solutions of this equation (in other words, f adheres to 
V(P(d) 5) in ~ (JL». 
00 
This statement remains true if ~ (~) is replaced by 
00 
~I<-n..), ~(.1l.), ~m(..Q) or ~Ul), the last under its weak 
topology. 
Proof. (a) In the case of ¢ (1l) 
00 
, the proof is an 
argument by duality. If V € ¢' Co.) is orthogonal to V(P(d) 5), 
00 
and f € ¢ (SL ) satisfies 
00 
P(d)f = 0, then < v,f > = o. 
v Indeed, by theorem 1.2.26, the hypotheses imply that V(v)~ V(p(a)5) 
v vv v 
or, what is equivalent since v*Q = (V*Q) , that V(v) ~ V(p(a) 5). 
'" v Hence, by the same theorem ~ is an entire function, and, by 
(P) 
proposition 2.2.1, there exists IJ. € / such that 
By Lions' supports theorem, (theorem 1.2.18) 
v 
supp IJ. Cf(supp P{d)IJ.) C SL 
v 
V = P(d) IJ.. 
since -rL is convex, where f(S) denotes the convex envelope 
of the subset s. Hence, if f € ¢ (Jl) and P(d)f = 0, 
00 
v 
< f,v > = < f,P(d)IJ. > = < P(d)f,IJ. > = 0 
which was asserted. 
It follows from theorem 1.1.15 (Hahn-Banach separation theorem) 
that f € V(P(d) 5). 
(b) The same argument applies to ~'(ll) and L (JD 
-,n 
> (m < 0), for they are the duals of ~(Jl) and K (~) respectively 
--m 
to which proposition 2.2.1 also applies. 
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(c) The other cases are deduced from (a) by regularization 
as follows. 
If f € ¢m(Jl ) (m ~ 0) and P(d)f = 0, and if {~i}7=1 
is a regularizing sequence in Q such that supp ~i 1 {o}, then 
f~i € ¢oo(J1i) for all i and 
where .D.i = {~ € !in : (~ - supp ~i) c ~ .... } • Since supp ~i t {o}, 
every relatively compact open convex subset 00 of ~ is eventually 
contained in the ~. Hence f~. I~ satisfies (a) and thus 
1. 
belongs to V(P(d) 5) in ¢ (00) and hence in ~ (00). 
00 m 
Now it follows from theorem 1.2.17 that hailoo -> floo 
in ¢m(oo) since dP(f*~i) 100 -;> dPfloo in ¢o for every p 
such that Ipl ::; m. Hence f Iw € V(P(~) 5 ) in ¢ (00). It follows 
m 
that f € V(P(~) 5 ) in ¢ (~. 
m 
Similarly, if f € D'(Jt) and the other terms are defined 
-m 
as in the . previous paragraph, 
hence in D' (00) 
In 
with its weak topology. 
v v 
But, if 
in ¢ (00), and 
00 
cp € D (00), 
In 
Cf>*~i is eventually in Q(oo) and ~i -> cp in ~(oo). Hence 
for all such cp 
v 
< cp,f~i > = < ~l,f > -;> < cp,f > 
80. 
which shows f~il~ --> fl~ weakly in ~(~). Hence 
fl~ € V(P{o) 5) weakly in D'(~). It follows that f € V(P(o)5) 
'"11l 
weakly in D'(Jl). 
'"11l 
Remarks: 1. It is possible to derive this theorem without appeal 
to theorem 1.2.26. HBrmander [31 section 3.4 gives a direct proof 
that, if v € ~!(!n) is orthogonal to all exponential solutions 
Q of P(o)Q = 0, v then ~ is an entire analytic function, which 
(P) 
is all that is needed here. The converse result follows from 
prqposition 2.2.1 and the formula 
v 
< Q,P{o)~ > • < P{o)Q,~ > 
HBrmander's proof also shows that it is sufficient to use 
exponential solutions if and only if P has no mUltiple factors. 
81. 
2. Ma1grange has shown that it is sufficient to use polynomial 
solutions if and only if all the irreducihle factors of P vanish 
at the origin. (Mal grange [1] p.292). 
3. HBrmander [31 also proves the follOWing result. 
and .1).2 are open sets,Jll c .Il2, and if every ~ € ~, such 00 
- v that supp ~ c JL2 and supp P{o) ~ cAl is in ~'oo{J'tl)' then 
restrictions to ..fLl of solutions of P{o)~ :II 0 in ~oo (fl. 2) is 
dense in the set of solutions in ~oo(~l) under the topology of 
t he latter. He in fact proves this result for general class of 
spaces which includes ~ but which has not been treated here. 
00 
In particular, these conditions are satisfied by any open set 
.J1. 2 :;) -0. 1 if...fL 1 is open and co nvex , 
the set of 
82. 
Lack of space makes it impossible to treat these questions 
fully. 
83. 
3. Existence of So l utions of Inhomogeneous Equations. 
This section consists of a proof of the following theorem and 
some important corollaries. In particular, statement (c) 
holds for every partial differential operator p(~) with constant 
coe fficients. Hence if ~  is open and convex in ~n this 
theorem entails the existence of a solution in ¢oo(Jl) or ~IF(Jl) 
of every partial differential equation with second member in ~ (iL) 
00 
or ~'F(~) respectively. 
Theorem 2.3.1: If ~ is an open subset of ~n and P(o) 
is a partial differential operator in Rn with constant coefficients, 
the following properties are equivalent: 
P(o)¢ (n.) 
00 
= ¢ (Jl) 
00 
(a) 
(c) for every compact subset K of ~ there exists 
a compact subset K' of -CL such that supp ~ C K' whenever 
~€¢'{Jl) 
00 
v 
and supp P(o) ~ C K 
Lemma 2.3.2: Statement (c) is equivalent to the weaker 
form (c') in wUch ~I (il.) is replaced by ~(Jl ) (with possibly 
00 
different K' ) • 
Proof of lemma: That (c) implies (c') is obvious. It 
is only necessary to show that (c') implies (c). 
84 . 
If K is a compact subset of .Jl. let N be a neighbourhood 
of the origin such that L = K+N is a compact neighbourhood of K 
in ~. By (c' ) there exists a compact subset K' of SL such 
~ € ~(Jl) v that supp ~ c K' whenever and supp p(a) ~ c L. 
But, if ~ € ~c!,Ul) is such v that supp p(a) ~ c K and 
a. € ~(..(l.) is such that supp a. c N, then ~*<l. € ~(JlJ and 
v 
C supp p(a)~ + supp a. 
c K+N 
= L 
Hence, by the choice of K', supp ~ c K'. By choosing a regularizing 
sequence {a.n} of such functions, it follows that supp ~ c K'. 
Proof of theorem 2.3.1: In view of lemma 2.3.2, it suffices 
to show that (a) and (b) each entail (c') and that (c) 
entails (a) and (b). 
(i) (a) implies (c') 
The first step is to show that, if K is a compact subset of -fl , 
the subset ~(K) of ~(ll) defined by 
J v ~(K) = l~ € ~(Jl) : supp p(a)~ c K, 
, 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
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: 
t 
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is a bounded subset of ~'(JL). 
00 
In view of proposition 1.1.35, 
it is sufficient to show that 4> (K) is weakly bounded in ~ I (.Il.) , 
00 
~ i.e. that, for every ! € ~oo(Jl) 
is bounded. 
Now, by (a), if f€~UlJ 
00 
there exists g € ~ (Jl) 
00 
such that f = P(d)g. Hence, for such a function g, 
v 
< f,4>(K) > = < P(~)g,4>(K) > = < g,P(d)4>(R) > 
v 
Bbt it can be seen directly that P(d)4>(K) is weakly bounded in 
~IUl.). 
00 
Hence < g,P(d)4>(K) > is bounded. It follows that 
4>(K) is bounded in ~'(.Il.) as asserted. 
00 
Since 4>(K) is bounded in lo, (SL) 
"00 ' 
its members all have support 
Cl.. 1n contj#ed in some fixed compact subset K' of ...1l.(proposition 1.2.11). 
v 
If ~ € ~(Jl) and supp P(d)~ C K there exists a constatnt C > 0 
such that ~ € 4>(K), which shows that 
supp ~ € supp C~ C K' 
Hence .(c') follows from (a) • 
(ii) (b) implies (c l ) 
The argument is by reductio ad absurdum . If (c') is false, there 
is a compact subset K of ~ such that for each compact subset 
K' of JL there exists <p € D(SL) 
but supp <p is not contained in K'. 
v 
for which supp P(O)<p C K 
In particular, if {K}oo 
n n=l is a 
sequence of ccm~act SJOO€ t s o f • \yhose union is fl., ther e exist 
v fUnctions <p € D(~) for which supp P(o)<p C K But supp <p 
n - n n 
is not contained in K. 
n 
By pr oposition l . 2.5, t her e exis t constant s ~ (n = 1,2, ••• ) 
n 
for which the functions ~ = ~ m are such that 
n n'l"n 
n = 1,Z, ••• } is bounJed in ~(Jl), Hence an argument 
similar to the one in part (i) above will show that {'n : n = 1,Z, ••• } 
is bounded in ¢'(Jl ) and hence in ¢'(~). 
00 00 But this implies 
that the ,I, 
'l'n' Clnd hence the all have their supports contained 
in some fixed compact subset of JlL , contradicting the construction 
of the <p. 
n 
(iii) (c) implies (a) 
A couple of properties of the space c' (J2. ) are needed which 
00 
will be derived first to avoid cluttering the proof. 
First note that since C (JL) is a Montel space it is 
00 
reflexive so that, with E € C (Sl), 
00 
the topologies a (E' ,E) 
and ~(E',E) are both topologies of the dual pair (E',E). 
By proposition 1.1.27 the concepts of weak and strong boundedness 
coincide in C'(lL). 
00 
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Second note that since C (JL) 1s a Montel space, C'(ll) 
00 00 
is also a Montel space in view of proposition 1.1.38. Every bounded 
~losed subset of C'(SL) is therefore compact, hence weakly 
00 
compact. Conversely, proposition 1.1.5 shows that each weakly 
compact set is bounded and weakly closed. 
Now for the proof, theorem 1.1.57 shows that it is sufficient 
v 
to verify that p(a) : C'(Jl) __ > C'(JL) is one-one and that 
00 00 
v 
p(a)C'(SL) is weakly closed in C'(Sl), for p(a) : C (41 ) --> C (il ) 
00 00 00 00 
is continuous linear function. 
v 
Firstly, use of the Fourier transformation shows p(a) 
is one-to-one. Indeed, if Il,V E ¢'(Jl...) 
00 
v v 
and p(a)1l = p(a) v, 
then 
V A 
Now [p(a)] is a non-zero polynomial, and hence there is an open 
A A 
set on which it has no zeros. Hence Il and v agree on an open 
set in and hence agree everywhere since both are 
entire. Since the FourIer transformation is one-to-one, Il = v. 
v 
Hence p(a) is one-to-one. 
V 
p(a)C' (Jl) 
00 
No~ to show that is weakly closed it is sufficinet, 
by proposition 1.1.56, to show that it intersects every weakly 
compact set in a weakly compact set. 
r 
j 
, 
I 
i 
I 
I 
1 
I 
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h 
By the properties of C' (Jl) de~ivad above it 1a therefore 
00 
sufficient to show that it intersects every bounded weakly closed 
(hence closed) subset of C'(Jl ) in a closed set. This can be 
00 
verified directly as follows. 
Suppose that B is bounded and closed in ~'(Jl ) 
00 
and that 
{~i} is a ~et ~ strongly convergent in ~'(Jl ) to ~. 
iEfv } n 00 
Then \E*~i iEI is a let in ~'(~) strongly convergent to 
v 
V = E*~ for any elementary solution E of P(o). Since the 
v v P(o)(E*~i) = ~i all have their supports contained in a fixed 
compact K c SL, there exists a fixed compact subset K' of 
v 
containing the supports of all the E*~i' by the assaaption of 
v v (c). Hence supp E*~ c K', which shows that E*~ E ~'(JL) 
00 
v v v 
and therefore that ~ = P(o)(E*~) € P(o)~'(JL). But, since B 
00 
is closed, ~ E B. Hence ~ € B n p(o) ¢'(1l), as required. 
00 
(iv) (c) implies (b) 
It is immediate from the definition of ~F(Jl ) that 
m is the order of P, 
If ~ € ~ (.il), and 'E ~+m (n) where 
then P(o)~ E D (Jl ) and hence 
-n 
v 
< ~,P(o)~ > = < P(o)~~~ > 
which shows that P(~)~ E ~(Jl ). To complete "the proof it is 
necessary to demonstrate the reverse inclusion. 
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If it is sho\-Jn that P(d)l.o(J1.) ~ ~(..fl.) the result will 
follow by virtue of corollary 1.2.13 (representation of distributions 
of finite order as sums of derivatives of continuous functions). 
If ~ E ~F(JL) there exist p ~ 0 and f~ E~ (Jl) (I~I 5 p) such ~h~~ 
satisfies P(d)g = f, then 
~ 0:, 
More generally, it is true that P(d)L (.Jl.) :::> LCD.) 
-p -p 
for p > O. In order to show this consider the space 
G = {f E ~ (Sl) : P(~) f E ~ (SL ) } 
under the weakest topology which makes both the mappings f -> f 
and f -> P(~)f continuous from G into 
shown that G is a Frechet space and that 
L (..fl.). If it is 
-p 
v 
P(d)K (11) is a 
-p 
weakly closed subspace of GI, then, since it was shown in (iii) 
v 
above that P(d) is one-to-one, it \-1ill follow from proposition 
1.1.58 that P(d)C = L eIl). 
-p 
90. 
Firstly G is i~phic to the subspace 
H = {(f,P(d)f) : f E G} 
of L (Jl»)( L (ll), for the mapping f --> (f,P(~)f) 1s a topological 
-p -p 
vector space isomorphism due to the definition of the topology of 
G. 
Now H is a Frechet space, for it is closed in L (n) X L (lL). 
-p -p 
Indeed, since L (ll) X L (lL) is a Frecbet space, it is sufficient 
-p -p 
to shol-1 that the limit in L (J'l) X L (.n,.) of every sequence in 
-p -p 
H belongs to H. But, if {(fi ,P(d)fi )}7=1 is a sequence in H 
which converges in Len.) >< L' (n) 
-p -p 
in L (n) 
-p 
in g' (n). 
and hence in g' (11). 
However, 
to (f,g), 
Therefore 
then f --> f i 
~(d)fi --> P(d)f 
and hence 1n 
~' (n). It fo11o\-1s that g = P(dH, and hence that (f,g) E H. 
Thus H is closed, as asserted. 
Secondly, to identify GI, use the Habn-Banach extension 
theorem to show that every continuous linear form on G ~ H can 
be extended to a continuous linear form on L ('f1J X L (.11). 
l' -p 
Now, by proposition 1.1.51 the dual of L (iL)>< L (Jl) is 
-p -p 
K (11) X K (..0.). 
-p -p Hence, if X € G' there exist Vl 'Y2 € !P(JL) 
such that, for every f € G 
Since G ~ ~ (JL), 
00 in the sense of distributions. 
Thus the dual of G is the set of those v € ~'(Jl) of the form 
00 
where 
It remains only to show is weakly closed 
Since G ~ ¢ (~), 
00 
in G'. which converges 
weakly to ~ in G' does so in ¢' CD..) 
00 
also. Hence the weak 
v 
closure of P(c)K (11) in G' is contained in its weak closure 
-p 
in ~,(SL) , and therefore in the weak closure of 
00 
v v 
P(c)¢'(Jt) ~ P(c)K (Jl) in ¢'(1l ). But it has already been 
00 -p 00 
v 
P(c)¢' (SL) shown in (iii) above that (c) implies that is weakly 
00 
v ~,(.I1. ) • 
00 
closed in Hence the weak closure of P(c)K (.1l) 
-p in G' 
v 
is contained in P(c)~'(Jl). 
00 
Thus, if v v is in the weak closure of P(c)K (Jl ) 
-p in G', 
-'" there exists ~ € ¢'(JL ) 
00 
such that v = P(c)~. On the other 
v 
hand, there exist vl ,v2 € !P(JL) such that v = vI + P(c)V2 
Hence, if E is an elementary solution of P(c) such that 
~!So(sUc 1o(Jl ), then 
which shows that ~ € L (Jl). 
-p 
~ € K (..f1.) = L (.Il) n ¢' (..n ). 
-p -p 00 
therefore, weakly closed in G'. 
the theorem. 
Since ~ € ¢'(1l) by construction, 
00 
v 
Hence v € P(c)K (ll), which is, 
-p 
This completes the proof of 
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Corollary 2.3.4: (c) implies P(d)L (ll) ~ L (il) for 
l' -p 
> p < 0 and P(d)~ <s1.) p ¢p+N(Sl ) for p ~ 0 and N = [r1 + 1. 
Proof. 1. It was shown in (iv) above that 
P(d)L (11 ) ~ L (Jl ) 
-p -p for all p ~ O. If p < 0 and 
there exist ga E ~(~) 
there exist such that g = P(d)h • 
a a 
f E L (11), 
-p 
But 
Hence 
But ~ ~ah € L (.ll.). f (~) ( A ) d o Hence E PoL ~ ~ a. asserte • lal $ -p a -p -p 
2. If f € ~p+N(Jl) c ~P+N(J1) there exists g € ~+N(Jl) 
such that f = P(d)g. Now every derivative of g of order $ p 
92. 
be1ong~ to ~(Jl), and thus, by proposition 1.2.25, is a continuous 
function. Hence g € ¢ (Jl) and f € P(d)~ (Jl) as asserted. p p 
Corollary 2.3.5: If there exists an elementary solution E 
of P(d) of order k, then P(d)~p(Jl) ~ ~p+k(Jl ) for all p ~ O. 
Rr22i. The argument of (iv), applied to 
under the weakest topology which makes both the mappings f --> f 
and f -~ P(o)f continuous from G into ~ (Sl) 
p 
respectively, shows that P(d)G = ¢p+k(Jl). 
and fp+k(.Jl) 
Here, G is isomorphic to the topological vector subspace 
H of ~p(Jl»( ~p+k(Jl) given by 
H = {(f,P(d)f) f € G} 
Since H is a closed subspace of . ~p(j)- ) X ~p+k(Jl), it is a 
Frechet space, hence so is G. The dual of G is 
v 
It remains to be seen that P(d)~'p+k(ll) is weakly closed in G', 
v 
since P(d) is one-to-one. 
Again the argument in (iv) applies, showing that the weak 
v 
closure of P(d)¢'p+k(lt) in G' is contained in its weak closure 
in ¢' (..n...) • 
00 
¢' (Jl.) , 
00 
weakly closed in for every ~ in the weak closure of 
in G', 
v 
there exists 'V € ¢' (1'1.) 
00 
such that 
~ 0 P(d)'V. But there exist ~t € ¢~(Jt) and ~2 € ~~(Jl) 
v 
such that ~ = ~l + P(d)~2· Hence, if E is an elementary solution 
of P(d) of order k, 
By proposition 1.2.1 6 , 
v 
E*~l is or order p+k, since by 
subsection 1.2.2 
, ~l is of order p. Hence 'V is of order 
p+k. Since 'V € ¢~(Jl) by construction, 'V € ¢~t(Jl). Hence 
93. 
~ = P(d)V € P(d)~~k(J)-) which is therefore weakly closed in G' 
as required. 
Corollary 2.3.6: If SL satisfies condition (c), the 
v 
mapping ~: ~ --~ P(d)~ is a strong isomorphism of ~'(Jl) onto 
00 
v P(d)~'(il ) (i.e. an isomorphism when ~I (~) has its strong 
00 00 
v 
topology and P(d)~'(il) the subspace topology induced by the strong 
00 
topology on ~r(JL). 
00 
Proof. In 
(c) implies that 
(iii) it was shol<111 that ~ is one.-to-one and that 
v 
P(d)¢'(JL) is closed in ¢r(~). By the 
00 00 
closed graph theorem (corollary 1.1.55) the mapping is an 
isomorphism. 
Corollary 2.3.7: If ~ is convex the statements (a) 
and (b) of theorem 2.3.1 and the conclusions of corollaries 
2.3.4, 2.3.5 and 2.3.6 all hold for any linear differential 
operator P(d) with constant coefficients. 
If ~ is convex, condition (c) is satisfied 
94. 
for any linear differential operator P(d) with constant coefficients. 
Indeed, if K is a compact subset of the convex open subset -f.l of 
R
n 
and ~ € ¢' ( Jl.) v satisfies supp P(d)~ C K for a linear differential 
00 
operator P(d) then, using Lions' supports theorem, 
, ------ - - -
supp ~ c T(supp ~) = T(supp P(d)~) c T(K) 
where T(S) denotes the convex envelope of the set S. But 
K' = T(K) is compact, and, since ~ is convex, is contained 
in .st. . Hence K' satisfies the requirements of condition (c), 
which itself implies all the stated results. 
Remarks: 1. An alternative proof of theorem 2.3.1 by "Mittag-
Leffler approximation" is possible. Ma1grange proves corollary 
2.3.6 directly by this method (Ma1grange [1] chapitre I 13 3 
theoreme 3). An account of a similar proof by approximation 
of a slightly more general result than the one given here is 
given by Hormander [1}, (section 3.5). 
2. Hormander has given a necessary and sufficient condition 
that P(d)~'(Jl) = ~(JL) which is similar to (c). An account 
is given by Hormander [1] (section 3.6). The first results of 
this kind were obtained by Ehrenpreis for _ -'L convex. 
For each ~ E ~'(Jl) the singular support of ~, denoted 
by sing supp ~ is defined by the condition that ~ E-fL belongs 
to sing supp ~ if and only if there is no nei ghbourhood - of x on 
~ . 
00 
Hormande~ criterion is that which ~ belongs to 
P(d)~' (.11) = ~'en.) if and only if the follolo1ing condition is 
satisfied: 
95. 
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(d) for every compact set K e Jl there exists a compact 
¢' (ll) v set K' e ..n. such that, if Il € satisfies supp P(O)1l e K, 
00 
¢' <-nJ 
v . 
then supp Iley and if Il € satisfies sing supp P(O)1l e K, 
00 
then sing supp Il e K' 
3. A discussion of the meaning of conditions (c) and (d~ 
is given by Hormander [1] (section 3.7). In particular, Hormander 
shows that an open set satisfies condition (c) for every linear 
partial differential operator with constant coefficients if and 
only if it is convex, Since the proofs of these results are 
extensive, it will not be possible to discuss them here. 
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CHAPI'ER I II 
CONVOLUTION EQUATIONS 
: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
- --, 
I 
§l. Entire Functions of EXponential Type . 
This section contains a demonstration that the quotient of t~/O 
entire functions of exponential type is of exponential type Hhenever 
it is entire. This result will be needed in the discussion of 
Fourier transforms of distributions t/ith compact support given in 
the next section. The present argument II follows Malgrange 
[1] (chapitre II, 0 1) and is based on the proof of a similar 
result in the case of one variable first given by Lindelof. The 
result follows from limitations on the distribution of the zeros 
of an entire function which are, in a sense, necessary and sufficient 
for it to be of exponential type. 
Lemma 3.1.1: There exists a constant K such that, for every 
A € £ both the inequalities 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
are valid. 
1 
Il-AI s exp KI AI2 
3 
. 2 
I(l-A) exp AI S exp KI AI 
~. Firstly, if K ~J2J then 
1 1 
exp K I A 12 ~ 1 + K I A 12 + fK2 It, I ~ 1 + I A I ~ /1-A I 
Thus the inequality (1.1) holds whenever K ~J2 . 
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I 
i 
, 
I 
I 
r 
I 
: 
I 
.. 
then 
On the other hand, if 
1 
2 1.J 2 1"1 ~ a.(K) == 2K(1 + 1 + 4K ) 
1. 
2. KI"I . 1"1 . K ~ O. 
1 
Hence, for 2 I" I ~ a.(K) , 
3 1 
Kl il lZ ~ 1"1 + KI!'12 
Thus, if also, K >.JZ, then, by application of inequality (1.1) 
~ I (1-,,) exp "I 
It remains to demonstrate (1.2) for " near the origin. 
No\~ , for every ,,€ Q, 
since 1 
00 1 (1-,,) exp ,, = ~ _ "n 
n=O n! 
~ 1. "n+1 
n=O n! 
00 
= 1 . ~ n "u+l 
n=l (n+l)! 
1. = n (n+l) ! n! -(n+l)! . Hence, 
00 
I I n 'I " I n+l (I·,,) exp " ~ 1 + n~l (n+l)! 
= 1 + 1"1 2 exp 1"1 . 
99. 
i 
! 
, 
, 
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I 
I 
, 
I 
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But there exists r > 1 such that, for 0 ~ x ~ r, exp x ~ 1 + 2x. 
Hence, if IAI ~ r, 
I(l-A) exp AI $ 1 + IAIZ + 21AI3 
1 3 
Finally, for 2 '2 K ~ r + 2r , 
1 3 
K ~ IAI'2 + 21AI'2 
Hence, for such a K, and for IAI ~ r 
3 3 
'2 '223 
exp K I A I ~ 1 + K I A I ~ 1 + I A I + 21 A I ~ I ( I-A) exp A I 
Now ~(K) = 2~ +~l~ is a decreasing function of K whose 
4K 
limit as K --> 00 is unity. Hence, for all sufficiently large K, 
~(K) ~ r. Hence, for all sufficiently large K both inequalities 
(1.1) and (1.2) are valid. 
Lemma 3.1.2: I f f is an entire function of one complex variable 
such that f(O) ~ 0 and 
If(A)1 ~ If(O)1 exp T(IAI) 
for some positive function T, then, the subset f(a) of the circle 
IAI = r given by 
f(a) = {A : I£(~)I ~ If(O)1 exp [-a .T(IAI)l} 
is a set of measure m(r) such that, for a > -1, 
2n:r 
m(r) ~ 1+0 
I 
I 
! i 
! i 
; 
! 
1 
i i 
I 
~. Jensen's formula, 
P 1 2n . e 
log I r = --2 J 10glf(re1 )Ide - 10glf(0)1 ~l ••• ~p n 0 
(\-1here ~l' ••• , ~p are the zeros of f of modulus $ r, repeated 
according to mUltiplicity) shows that the function F given by 
21f i -
F(r) = J 10glf(re o)lde - 21f 10glf(0)I 
o 
is an" increasing function satisfying F(O) = O. Hence F(r) ~ 0 
for every r ~ O. Now if r denotes the complement of f with 
respect to the circle IAI; r, then 
r2n I is I J J is " log £(re ) de = ( + )(loglf(re )ldG 
o f -I 
and hence 
sf [loglf(O)1 - OT(r»)d9 
r 
+ £ [loglf(O)1 + T(r)]d& 
r 
S 21f log If(O)1 - OT(r) m;f) 
+ (21f - ~)T(r) 
r 
o < F(r) < -OT(r) !i!L + (21f - ~) T(r) 
- - r r 
from which the desired inequality follOt-ls. 
I 
I 
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Proposition 3.1.3: If f is an entire function of one complex 
variable of exponential type having a representation by Hadamard's 
factorization theorem (see, for example, ~ (2) theorem 14.2.6) 
of the form 
f(A) 
where f(O) ~ 0 and ~l' ~2' ••• are the zeros of f in increasing order of 
QIlJ nitude r epcfl tf:d according to multiplicity and if f satisfies 
then there exist constants C and D depending only on A and B 
such that 
(1.3) n C ITJ $ I f(O) I for all 
p 1 D 
la + n~l ~ $ 
If(0)1 2 
(1.4) 
(1) If p is such that 
then, by J ensen's formula, 
I r P I < A exp Br ~l •.• ~p - If(O)1 
Hence, for every n $ p 
A 
$ /f(O)1 exp Br 
n ~ 1 
for all p ~ 0 
I 
! I 
,: 
! 
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while, if n ~ p, 
! 
I 
A 
I 
S; If(O)1 exp Br 
In particular, if n r = -B' 
1 
A n n 
ii/DS; If(O)1 e n 
from which it follows that 
n AB e IT.J S; I f(O) I 
n 
I 
j 
I 
A since 1 S; 1£(0)1' Hence the inequality (1) holds for C = A.B.e. 
(2) I"rite f( A) in the form 
~ P 1 (1.5) f(i\) == ,r(0) CPl ( i\ ) CP2 C\) exp Al a + ~l r-J 
n 
T 
where 
P A CPl(A) = II (1 - -) n=l ~n 
00 A A CP2(A) :: II (1 - -) exp ~ n=p+l ~n n 
and majorize CPl and CP2 separately. 
By lemma 3.1.1, there exists K such that 
1 1 
ICPl (")1 ~ exp KIAI2 n£l l~nl-2 
But it follows from the inequality (1.3) that 
for the case p = 1 follows immediately from (1.1), while, if 
then 
1 1 1 
C 2" , 2" -2" 
f(O) I (2 (p-l) + p ) 
! ! 
C 2 2 
s 21 f(O) 1 p 
since 
104. 
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! 
) 
: 
j 
! 
I 
Hence 
1 1 
. L -2' 2 1 (2p - p ) = 4p + - - 4 ~ 4(p-l) p 
Arguing similarly, by lemma 3.1.1, 
3 3 2' 00 -2' 1~2(A)1 ~ exp K IAI n=~l I~nl 
for the same K as above. But it follo\-1s 
3 3 1 
00 
-z- c 2"-2' i: I ~nl S 21 f(O) I p n=p+l 
for, by (1. 3 ) 
-3 3 
from inequality 
3 
00 2 
_c_ 12 00 -z-i: I~nl i: n n=p+l ~ f(O) n=p+l 
But, if p~ 1, it is obvious graphically that 
It follows that 
Hence, combining these results, if IAI = p 
105. 
(1. 3) that 
106 . 
Now 
1 J 3 1 
- - --~ If(0)1-2 (A2C2 + A2C2) 
since If(O)1 $ A. Hence, if 
1 3 3 1 
- - - -
K' = 2K(A2C2 + A2C2) 
then K' depends only on A and B since C has this property, 
and 
whenever IAI = p. 
(a) p ~ 1. In this case apply l~IlIlUl 3.1. 2 ·to <i>l CP2 vii th a = 2 
observing that <i>1(0) <i>2(0) D 1. On the circle IAI = p, the inequality 
is satisfied on a set El , which is obviously closed, of measure 
41t 
m1 ~)p. 
On the other hand, if 
p 
a = a + ~1 p n= 
-1 ~n 
-
-. 
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the points of the circle 1'111 = p which satisfy 
a = p form a closed set E2 of measure for, if 
then 
Re(a ~) = pia I cos( ~ + G ) p p p 
It follows that El and E2 have a point AO in common. 
From equation (1 .5) and the definitions of El and EZ it follm-ls 
at once that 
Hence 
2log If(O)1 + pia I - 4K'p If(0)1-2 $ 2log A + ZBp, p 
and therefore 
Finally, 
-Z pia I - 4K'p If(O)1 $ Zlog A + ZBp. p 
la 1$ If(0)1- 2 (q.KI + 2B If(0)1 2 + ~ If(0)1 2 logA) p p 
$ If(0)1-2(4KI + 2A2B + ~A2log A) 
p 
since If(O>1 $ A. If log A ~ 0, let 
, 
! 
I 
I 
; 
: 
I 
! 
I 
, 
I 
! 
,i 
, 
I 
If logA ~ 0, let 
2 
D' = 4K' + 2A B. 
Then D' depends only on A and B since K' has this property 
and 
la + ill = la 1 < D' 
n=l ~n p - 1£(0)1 2 
which is the desired inequality (1.4 ) for p ~ 1. 
(b) p = o. It has already been shm·]s that 
1 D' la+;-ll~ ~ 1£(0)1 2 
and 
Hence 
1 1 1 a + ~ 1 + 1 < D' + AC 
a ~ ~1 ~ - 1£(0)1 2 
which is the inequality ( 1. .4) for p O. 
By paragraphs (a) and (b) above, D = D' + AC satisf'es 
the requirements of the lemma whose proof is therefore complete. 
The next result is a kind of converse to this. 
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Proposition 3.1.4: If a and ~ (n = 1,2, ••. ) are complex 
n 
numbers which satisfy 
(i) o < I~ 1 < I~n+ll n = 1,2, ... n 
(ii) n 1,2, ... TfTS C n = 
n 
(iii) 
p 
.!...I la + n~l SD n = 0,1, ... ~n 
for some positive constants C and D then (1) the product 
00 A A 
II (1 - -) exp 
n=l ~n ~n 
109, 
represents an entire function f and (2) there exist constants A 
and B depending only on C and D such that 
(1. 6) 
(1) From the hypothesis (ii) it follows that 
and hence that the series 
00 
~ 
n=l 
converges. By theorem 0.7.3 of Hille [1], it follows that the 
infinite product converges uniformly on each compact set and hence 
represents an entire function of A, If zl,z2"" are the distinct 
numbers in the sequence ~1'~2"" arranged in order of increasing 
modulus, and IJ.n is the number of times 
z occurs in the 
n 
i 
i 
! 
i 
I 
I 
I 
i 
- -~-
llO. 
latter sequence then 
00 -2 00 2 
I I ~ Iz 1-n~l ~n = n~l n n 
Apply the last paragraph of the proof of the theorem just cited. 
(2) By the principle of the maximum modulus, it is sufficient 
to prove the inequality (1.6) for integer values of IAI, for then, 
on replacing A by 
and B by max{2,B}, it will be satisfied for all values of IAI. 
Write f in the form 
where ~l and ~2 are the products defined in the proof of 
inequality (L t. ) (proposition 3.1.3). Exactly the same proof as 
given there holds to shmo] that 
and 
for here 
1 1 1 
l~l(A)1 $ exp 2K C2 p2 IAI2 
3 1 3 
1~2(A)1 $ exp 2K C2 P -2 IAI2 
If(O)1 = 1. Hence if IAI = p, 
1 l 
2 2 l~l(A) ~2(A)1 $ exp 2Kp[C + C ] 
I 
I 
I 
i 
! i 
! 
,I 
i 
i 
I 
i 
-111. 
By hypothesis (iii), (1. 6) holds for IAI having integer value s when 
1 3 
- -
A = 1 and B = ZK(CZ + CZ) + D. 
Proposition 3.1.5: If f and g are entire functions of one 
complex variable of exponential type satisfying 
(i) f(O) = g(O) = 1 
(it) If(A)I~ A eBI AI 
and 
(iii) Ig(A)1 ~ A' e B'I AI 
for constants A, A', Band B' 
then there exist constants A" 
Band B' such that 
and if 
and 
h =! is an entire function 
g 
depending only on A, A', 
Proof. If g has no zeros, then, by Hadamard's factorization 
theorem, it is either a constant or an exponential function. In 
either case the result is immediate. 
If g has zeros, so does f. If the zeros of f are ~l' SZ"" 
i n increasing order of magnitude and repeated according to multiplicity, 
then there are integers i 1,iZ"" (in < i n+1) such that the zeros 
of g are ~i'~' . 1 1. Z 
The case in which g has but a finite number of 
zeros reduces easily to the previous case. 
i 
I 
! 
I 
I 
) 
I 
I 
I 
i 
) 
! 
I 
I 
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By proposition 3.1.3 there exist numbers a and a' such that 
£(i\ ) 
00 
= eai\ IT (1 - ~) exp --I . 
n=l ~n ~n 
and 
a' " 00 " " g(A) = e n~l (1 - ~) exp I; 
n n 
and there exist numbers C and D depending only on A and B 
and a number D' depending only on A' and B' such that 
P 1 la + Q~l ~I ~ D p = 0,1 , •.• 
n 
p 
la l + n~l ~~ ! ~ D' P = 0,1, ..• 
1. 
n 
If the numbers i exhaust the integers, then 
n 
and hence 
he,,) 
Ih(")1 ~ e la -a' I 1"1 
(Ial + la'I)I " 1 ~e 
It follows that A" = 1 and B" = D + D' satisfy the proposition. 
If the integers are not exhausted by the i , 
n 
let 
(jn ~ jn+1) be the remaining integers. Then jn ~ n, and hence 
n ~ TIT 
n 
~ C 
Furthermore, if m is the greatest integer such that 
p 
or 0 if there is no such integer, 
P 1 
1 (a-a') + ~ 
n=l ~. 
I n 
jp 1 
= I(a-a') + ~ ---
n=l ~ 
n 
~ D + Df 
m p ~ _1_1 
nzl Si 
n 
It follOivs from proposition 3.1.4 that 
00 
h (A) = e(a-a')A IT (1 - ~) exp ~ 
1 n=l~.~. 
I n I n 
is an entire function and there exist constants A" and B" 
depending only on A, A', Band 8' such that 
But, by the choice of m , 
p jp 
f- A n (1 - -) exp ~n P "\ i\ n .. l ~n IT (1 
-
- " -) exp = mp n=l ~ . ~ . !\ I n I n IT (1 
-
_ 1_\ ) exp 
n=l ~. ~i 1. 
n n 
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'. 
I 
i 
I 
I 
.1 
I 
i i 
o 
(taking n~l = 1). Since all the products converge, it follows 
that h = h 1 and the proposition is proven. 
It is now possible to prove the fo11o,.,ing theorem. 
Theorem 3.1.6. If f and g are entire function of n 
complex variables of exponential type and f h = g is entire then h 
is of exponential type. 
Proof. If necessary, make a suitable translation and multiply 
f and g by constants to ensure that f(O) = g(O) = 1. Since 
f and g are of exponential type, there exist constants A, A', B 
and B' such that, if A € en 
and 
If I~I = 1, and ~ € £, let 
cp A (~) = cp(~~) 
for cp = f, g and h. Then 
is an entire function, while f~ and g , are entire functions 
I, 
for which 
114. 
l1S. 
and 
By proposition 3.1. 5 there exist constants A" and B" depending 
only on A, A', Band B' such that 
Hence, if n H € £ , 
H 
then ~ = IHI 
Ih(~)1 = Ih~(I~I)1 
B" Illl SAil e C 
satisfies 
which sho\~s h to be of exponential type. 
I~I .. land 
1 
i 
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2. Fourier Transforms of Distributions \vith Compact Support. 
Following the notation introduced for the Paley-Heiner theorem, 
write 
Then this section consists of a demonstration of the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2.1: 
if the function R 
R ~ 0 P P 1 
o 
If Q € ~ 
-m 
given by 
and P € ~ 
11 
is entire, then the function S given by 
o 
is a member of ~. 
-m 
where and 
Proof. P, regarded as a function of m complex variables 
is an entire function of exponential type. Henc e, so is 
q 
p nnd hence 
S, DY theor ~m 3. 1. 6 . By the 
Paley-Heiner theorem, it \'li11 be sufficient to ShO\<l that S is of 
slow increase as a function of m real variables. Since the 
theorem is trivial if P(0, A2, .• " )'n) == 0, assume this is not the case. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
i 
I 
I 
! 
-
1 
Firstly notice that P € Z implies, by the Paley-Weiner 
-n 
theorem, that there exist constants A and B, independent of 
for any compl ex ~l' 
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m-l Now suppose ~ = (~2""'~m) E ~ to be such that f, the 
function of one complex variable given by 
does not vanish for Al = O. By the theory of entire functions, 
. 
fl(Al) 
f(Al ) 
(2.1) 
where a'~1'~2"" are defined a s in propos i tion 3.1.3. 
This result can be obtained by observing that the product 
representation of f implies 
00 \ A 
Log f( A) = aAl + Log f(O) + Log IT 
(1 - -) exp ~ . i=l ~i ~ 
00 Al 
+ l...) 
= aAl + Log f(O) + i~l (log(l - -) ~i ~i 
with careful choice of the branches of Log (see Cops on [1] section 
5.3). Differentiation term by term give s the desired result since 
the series 
, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
i 
I 
i 
~ 
i 
i 
i i 
: 
I i 
I I 
converges uniformly on any compact subset of £ not containing 
any of the points ~1'~2"'" by virtue of the inequality (1.3) 
Hence 
.:xl 00 
a _ A ~ ~-2 + A2 ~ (A _~ )-1~-2 
1 ial ~i 1 i=l 1 ~i ~i 
where the last t \,lO series converge absolutely whenever Al is not 
a zero of f. By the definitions of f and S it follows that 
co 
= af2 (0)Q(Al'~) - Alf2(0)Q(Al'~) i~l ~~2 
Majorize each term separately. 
11G. 
(i) By proposition 3.1.3 there exist C and D depending 
only on A and B such that 
\ ~i 1-1 C -1 < \f(O)1 n 
and 
2 laf (0)1 ~D 
1 
I 
; 
: i 
I 
I 
: 
I 
! 
i 
: 
I 
I 
; 
i 
I 
I 
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Hence, 
00 00 
\ 2 'i-2\ \ \2 \'i\-2 f (0) i~l ~ ~ £(0) i~l ~ 
00 
\£(0)\ 2 ~ C2 \£(0) \-2 1-2 s;: i~l 
"" C' 
whe re C' "" C2 ~ i-2 depends 1 A d B Th i 1"" i=l on y on an • ese nequa 1t1es 
serve to majorize the first two terms. 
1 (ii) In the third sum, the terms for which \ Al-~i\ ~% 
are majorized by 
On the other hand, the principle of the maximum modulus shows 
that the terms for which \ Al-~i\ ~ 1 are majorized by 
and hence by 
after using the triangle inequality. It follows that the last 
sum is majorized by 
I 
I 
I 
I 
f i 
I 
I j 
I 
· 
II 
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I 12 1 12 00 I". 1-2 J 1 I \ f(O) i~l ~l. sup I" Q(I\,~) 
Hence, by virtue of the preceeding t~vo paragraphs, 
( 2 .2) 
m-l 
for every !! = ("2'''' )'m) € g, such that P(O,~) ~ 0 • 
No,,, the set r of points A for ,~hich P(O,~) ~ 0 is dense 
in m-l g, , for, if not, there exists ~€ m-l R such that P(O,~) c: 0 
for every A in some neighbourhood N of ~. But the function 
P2 given by P2 ( i\2) = P(0'"2' ' '3''' .,"\) \'1here (" 3' •.• , " m) is 
in the projection of N into m-2 R is an entire function, vanishing 
on a line segment in £. Hence P2 is identically zero. A 
similar argument applied to each of the variables "3""' ''m shows 
P(0,i\2""'''m) = 0, 
m-l 
contrary to hypothesis. Hence r is dense in 
R as asserted. It fo110,'1s, since both sides of inequality (2.2) 
are continuous in ~, that 
By theorem 1. 2 . 20, 
(2.2) m-l holds for all A € g, • 
Q satisfies 
IQ(?01 ~ A(l + I£I)P exp B I!I 
1 
I 
I 
, J 
where ~ = £ + i! and A, Band p are constants. It 
follows that SUP{IQ(~,A) I I h -~ll s 2} is of slow increase, 
hence S is. This completes the proof. 
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Corollary 3. 2 .2: The statement of theorem 3.2.1 is still true 
if P(O' {'2. , ••• ,A
m
) is replaced by P(b' ~2""'/'m) where b is 
any real number, and if is replaced by / \ . (1 S j S n). 
J 
. 
I' 
\ 
i' 
i I 
! 
~ 
-' 
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~~. Approxiimation of Solutions of Homogeneous Convolution Eouations. 
It is now possible to generalize theorem 2.2.2, at least 
in the case -I"L = B.n • This is done by introducing a rather special 
ideal H(~) in ~:J corresponding to each non-zero ~ € ~I, 00 
and showing it to be dense in ~I. The desired result then follows 
00 
by an argument by duality similar to that used to prove theorem 
2.2.2. 
In order to establish the properties of H(~), it is necessary 
to consider a related ideal H(~,o) (~,o € ~I). 
00 
Definition 3.3.1: If ~ € ¢!, ~ ~ 0, define H(~) by 
If, also, o € ~', 
co 
define H(~, o ) by 
It is readily verified that both H(~) and H(~,O) are 
ideals in the ring A more intuitive characterization 
of H(~) is given in the next section, but the present definition 
is more immediately useful. 
Finally, if p~ n, 
(5 p) or to belong to (5 p) 
H(~,O) will be said to have the property 
if there exist 0 1, ••• ,0 € ¢ r 00 
I 
! 
l 
: 
: 
! 
i 
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such that 
(a) 0l* ••• ~r € H(~, O ) 
(b) for every k, 1 $ k $ r, the Fourier transform of Ok 
depends only on p variables, xi (k,l), ••• ,xi (k,p)' and, considered 
as a function of these variables, 
The theorem will result from the next t,,,o lemmas. 
Lemma 3.3.2: Suppo.e T is an entire function ~ 0 of 
A 
the variables '\, ••• , Ap+l (p ~ 0, and T € ~1' say T = T 
for T € ¢~(~n). If H(~, O*T) has the property (Op) for some 
° € ~, H(~,O*P.T) also has the property (5 ), ~, J P Pj being the 
projection mapping ~ --> Xj where j $ p+l 
.f!:.£2i: For definittnes's, assume j = 1. By hypothesis, 
there exist 01, .•• , 0 € ¢' satisfying condition (b) and such 
r 00 
that 
.'. 
for every v € [V(~) i • Hence, by Fourier transformation, 
By corollary 3.2.2 ,nth P = T € ~1' 
• 
(3.0 
2 A AA~ 0 
T (OlT)Ol .•• O ° A € L a r-n 
~ 
where 
I 
j 
I 
I 
I 
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for any real a. Since T ~ 0, there exists a such that 
T ~ O' for such an a, T € Z Finally, since T is of 
a ' a ~ 
rapid decrease in the real part, 0lT cannot vanish identically. 
Application of the inverse Fourier transformation, ?J, shol-ls 
that H(~,a*PlT) has the property (op) for the distributions 
al, ••• ,a
r 
and 5(T;) since 
Lemma 3.3.3: If the ideal H(~, a) has the property 
"'-
(5 ) P , 
~: Proceed by induction on p. If p = 0, ak = Ck (k = l,2, ••• r) 
where the Ck are constants. 
and therefore 0 € H(~,a). 
the two are equal. 
Hence ak = Cko (k = l,2, ••• ,r) 
Since H(~,a) is an ideal in ~', 
00 
Suppose that, for some p < n-l the lemma is true. 
If H(~,a) has the property (0p+l) for the distributions a l , • • ,ar , then 
o € H(~,al* ••• *ar*a), 
and hence has the property (0 ). p By lemma 3.3.2, 
a) ... ¢' 
00 
if j $ p+!. 
I 
I 
Hence, by induction, whatever the mononomials M1, ... M
r 
with Mk depending only on the variables xi(j,k) (i.e. 
By the induction hypothesis, there exists a net {Ta} in 
tending to 5 in ¢'. 
00 
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It follows that T *MlOl* ••• *M ° E H(~,o) and hence, passing 
a r r 
to the limit, that 
Finally, by addition, since H(~,o ) is also an ideal, 
(the operations + and * being continuous from ¢' X ¢' into ¢') 
00 00 00 
for any polynomials Pl'."'P
r 
such that Pk depends only on the 
variables xi(j,k) j = l, ... ,p+l. 
Now, for each k, there exists a !Jeque~ce {P~}~=l of 
... 
polynomials in and a point 
such that 
lim 
j -> 00 
= '3, 
2.k 
where is the Dirac measure :It £k' 
for each cp E !2.. Hence (Schwartz [1£1 ] ) 
+ .. ~ -:· b 
-r 
But H(~, a ) is an ideal. 
E 
Hence 
given by 
~, = E- + + * ~, c H(f.l, a ) 
00 h • • • b 00 
-1 -r 
n ~k E ~ 
126. 
Thus H(f.l, CT ) is dense 1.n ¢' . 
00 
This completes the induction step. 
and proves the lemma. 
Theorem 3.3.1.': If f.l E f ' and f.l ,; 0, H(f.l) is dense 00 
in ~' . 00 
Proof: Since H(f.l) = H(f.l, o) it is sufficient to sho~~ H(f.l) 
hns the property (0 ). 
n 
But, if a = 1 j.l-I(<L for any particular 
A 
a. E !2., then a l E !2., hence a E ~ . On the other hand, 1 11 
¢' , v 4-for any v E hence, in particular, for v E [V (f.l) ] , 
C'O I 
. 
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a *v = ~v E ~~' 1 00 
which shows that 
has the property 
a l E H(~) and completes the proof that H(~) 
(6 ). Hence H(~) is dense in ~, as asserted. 
n 00 
Corollary 3.3.5: In order that v E ~' 
/'\. 00 
be in ~tI-, 
"'00 ' 
v it is necessary and sufficient that /'\. be an entire function 
v ~ ~ 
(i.e. v E [V(~)] ), 
Proof: (i) If V E ~~, 
" TOO' then, by Fourier transformation, 
/'\. 
V /'\. is entire, that is 
V .&. 
V E [V(j.I.») Since the latter set is 
~ 
closed, it follows that 
as asserted. 
(ii) If 
{TJiEI is a net 
/'\. 
v 
/'\. j.I. 
in 
v .&. 
is entire, i.e. if v E [V(~)I and if 
H(~) converging to 6, the existence of 
which is guaranteed by the theorem, then, by the definition of H(~), 
Hence, in the limit, V E ~*~, 
00 
Theorem 3.3.6: If ~ E ~', 
00 ~ '" 0, every solution in tI-"'00 
~ . 
00 
of the equation ~f = 0 adheres to V(~) in The same 
statement is true if is replaced by D' under its weak topology, 
-m 
I 
. 
J 
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r~oof: If f € $00 is a solution of the equation ~f = 0 
and v € $' is orthogonal to V(~) then, by corollary 3.3.5, 00 
v 
V = lim ~ * cr i . r.' I' 00 there exists a net in such that Hence 
v 
< v,f > = lim < ~ai,f > 
= 0 
It follows from the Hahn-Banach theorem (theorem 1.1.15) that 
(b) If f € D' satisfies ~~f = 0, its regularizations 
f*a, a € D also satisfy this equation. Since f*a € ~ for all 00 
a € Q., l'fil part (a) ShOto1S that f~ € V(~), the closure of V(~) 
for D':::> ~ 00 
topologic <". l1y. Now there exists a sequence {a} 00 1n D_ i 1=1 
such th~t a --~ 5 
n 
in D'. 
lim f € V(~) f C n->x> ~i 
~n ~, as ass8~ted. 
~!ence 
(c) If f€$" 
m 
the same argument 1s valid, since then 
f~ € $00 for every a € ~ and ¢m:::> $00 topologically. J 
.-
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(d) If f € ~ and if {~i}7=l is a regularizing sequence, 
Hence, by part (a), f*~i € V(~) 1n ¢oo and 
hence in D' weakly if f satisfies ~*f = O. 
III 
v 
~i * cp € ~ and ~i * ~ -> ~ 
v 
in D . 
-m 
Hence 
< ~,f~i > = < ~~i,f > -> < cp,f > 
which shows that f~i ~ f weakly in 
to V(~) weakly in D' • 
-m 
D' • 
-m 
Now, if ~ € ~ , 
III 
Bence f adheres 
s 
130 
§4. Inhomogeneous Equations with Second Member in ~ . 00 
Convolution is a "smoothing" process: the convolution product 
of a distribution and an infinitely differentiable function is 
itself such a function. Hence, in general it is not true that 
In fact, in general, it is not even true that 
The latter situation is discussed in this section. The first 
proposition of this section, which will be used to establish some 
criteria for whether or not ~~ - ~ also contains the 
'1'00 - '1'00' 
characterization of the ideals H(~) promised in the last section. 
Proposition 3.4.1: If E ito I ~,V '1'00 and neither 
v = 0, the following properties are equivalent: 
(i) 
~ = 0 nor 
(ii) the formula ~*T --~ V*T defines a continuous mapping 
(iii) V E H(~) 
Proof. (i) implies (ii). 
That the formula indeed defines a mapping follows by Fourier 
transformation. 
.\\. A ~ow the zeros of ~ form a nowher e dense subse t of 
entire but does not vani sh identically. Hence and 
A 
since ~ is 
agree on a 
e
n dense subse t of and hence agree ever YIlhcr e. / i nce the Fourier trans-
f ormati.on is one -to.:- one, Tl = TZ' 
--
.. 
I 
By the homomorphism theorem of algebra, 
suitable isomorphisms being the mappings 
and 
respectively. 
Now, if ny and ~ are the canonical mappings 
I.l 
of ¢ into E and F respectively, 
00 
Hence, by proposition 1.1.42 both cp and y 
131. 
are continuous when E and F have their quotient topologies, for 
V* and I.l* are continuous. -1 (I.l*) (0) 
are closed, hence by proposition 1.1.5& E and Fare Frechet 
spaces. By the open mapping theorem, both CPv and 
topological isomorphisms. 
cp are 
I.l 
i 
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Hence, if i is the injection mapping of 
"*¢ into J..1*¢ , 00 00 
-1 the mapping r = cp 0 i 0 cp is a continuous linear map from E J..1 v 
into F, and, by proposition 1.1. 3O, its 
continuous linear map from F' into E'. 
1.1. 41, E' is isomorphic to the subset of 
members which vanish on Since 
transpose r' is a 
Now, by proposition 
$' consisting of those 
00 
-1 v 
< (V*) (0), V*$' > = < O,¢' > = ° 
00 00 
v 
it follows that V*$' c E' 
00 
v 
and hence that V*$' c E'. 
00 
To prove the converse, observe that if X' 'E ¢. i, not in 
00 
'Y ..... II-, h 
""''I' ten, 
00 
by the reflexivity of II- and the Hahn-Banach theorem, 
'1'00 
there exists x E ¢ such that 
00 
and 
< x, x' > = ex.:} ° 
v 
< x, v*¢' > = ° 00 
Hence < v*x, $' > = ° which implies v*x = 0, i.e. 00 
Since < x}x' >:} 0, x' is not a member of E'. This shows 
E' ~ ~ and therefore that 
00 
v-
Similarly F' = J..1*¢~. 
It will be shown that r' v v extends the mapping J..1*T --> V*T J 
v 
into V*¢~ which is therefore continuous. Hence mapping 
J..1*T -> \I*T} is continuous, as asserted. 
! 
Now, if T € ¢ and 
00 
f € E 
- v v 
< i'(~T), f > = < ~T, i(f) > 
and hence, if f € f and g E i(f) then, because of the above 
identification of E' and F' , 
133. 
- v v v v 
< i'(~*T), f > = < i'(~T), f > = <~, i(f) > = < ~T, g > 
= < T, ~*g >. 
But ~*g = v*f, for by (i) there exists g' E ~~ such 
For such a g', 
i(f) -1 o i o <p (f) g E = cp~ v 
-1 
o i(Wf) = <Pf..l 
-1 
<p (v*f) f..l 
= 
-1 f..l*g' + (f..l*) (0) 
Hence f..l*g = p*g' from which the desired equality follows. 
Hence, 
- v v 
< i' (f..l*T), f > = < T, v*f > = < V*T, f > 
and finally, 
134. 
which shO\~s i' is an extension of the mapping Il*T -> 'V*T, 
as asserted. 
(ii) implies (i) 
If the mapping Il*T -> 'V*T is continuous so is the mapping 
v v 
€ ¢ , (~¢~)* Il*T -> 'V*T. If g define f~ by 
00 
v v 
< f, Il*T > = < g,'V~T > 
Since Il*T --> 'V*T is continuous, so is f on the subspace ~¢' . 
00 
Hence f extends to a continuous linear form on ¢'. 
00 
is reflexive, f € ¢ . 
00 
But, for every T € ¢' 
00 
< I-I*f, T > 
Since .t> 
"00 
Since g was on arbitrary member of ~oo 
this shows Il*¢ = v*¢ as desired. 
00 00 
(ii) is equivalent to (iii) 
If the mapping ~T -> 'V*T is continuous from Il*~, then 
00 
by the Hahn-Banach theorem, it extends into a continuous map 
Il*¢' --> ¢' . 00 00 W 
a = Il*T, and 
If a € Il*¢', there exists T such that 
00 
By continuity, for every i.e . in view of corollary 
..I. 3.3.5, for every 0 € [V(~)], 
v*o = ~*w(o) E ~*¢, 
00 
Hence v € H(~) 
Conversely, if v € H(~), then, for every 0 € ~*¢', there 
00 
exists w(o) € ¢' such that 
00 
Now w(o) is unique, by Fourier ~ransformation. 
linear mapping from ~*¢, into ¢'. 
00 00 
Moreover, w has a closed graph. 
in 1l*¢'X¢', 
00 00 
then in ¢, , 
00 
hence 
v*o. -:> wo 
~ 
in ¢' • But. also w(Ol) -> T in ¢' . Hence, 00 00 
v*o = ~*w(Oi) -> ~*T n 
in ¢' , which shows that 
00 
v~ = ~T 
Hence w is a 
and hence that T = ~(o). Thus (O,T) is in the graph of w, 
,.hich f s therefore closed. By the closed graph theorem, w is 
continuous. But the mapping Il*T -> V*T is the restriction of 
w to ~*¢' and is thus continuous. 
co 
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r 
r 
Lenma 3.4.2. If ~ € D' and V is given by 
v = {a € ~! : ~o € ~.J 
then V is a closed subspace of ~~, and the mapping a __ > o*~ 
is continuous from V in ~L. 
00 
Proof. If V is empty, the lemma is trivial. If V 
is not empty and 00 € V, let Suppose B is any 
weakly ctllllpact subset of ~', and sho\~ V (l B is weakly cloSed. 
00 
Now B is (weakly) bounded, hence so also in V ,.., B. Hence, 
if {oJiEl is a net ~n V n B, the o. all have their supports l. 
contained in some fixed compact K, hence the T. = a *\1 
€ ~', l. i 00 
and all have their supports contained in the compact set 
K' = r(K) + £(suPP T") - £(supp a ) 
a. a. 
where a. is a fixed member of I and '£(S) denotes the convex 
n 
envelope of any subset S in ~. 
by virtue of liion~' supports theorem. 
which implies 
This follows from the formula 
In fact, 
-
136. 
Now, if a -> a i weakly in ¢' 00' Ti -> T = a*1l 
weakly in I)' and hence supp T C K' • Hence T € ¢c!I and 
a € V. But B is (''leakly) closed. Hence a 
€ V n B which 
therefore (weakly) closed. By theorem 1.1.56 V is (weakly) 
closed. 
Since V is closed in "', 
'1'00' it satisfies the closed graph 
theorem. Hence the lemma will be completed if it is shown that 
the graph of the mapping a --> a*1l is closed. 
-> (a, T) in V X~' 00' then, firstly a . ~ -> a in V, hence 
~' . Hence ai*1l --> a*1l in D' • But , on the other hand, 00 
137. 
is 
in 
Il*a . -> T in l. ~' 00' hence in D' • Thus T = a* ll; (a, T) belongs 
to the graph of the mapping a --> a*1l and the lemma is demonstrated. 
Proposition 3.4.3: The properties (i), (ii) and (iii) 
of proposition 3.4.1 are implied by 
(vi) there exists f €~' such that ~f = v. 
Anyone of. these. properties implies, 
(v) for every open relatively compact 
there exists f € D' such that, on Jl. , Il* f = v 
n 
subset -fL of ~, 
Proof. By proposition 3.4.1 it suffices to show that (vi) 
implies (ii) and that (ii) implies (v). 
(vi) Lmplies (ii). 
If f € D' satisfies Il*f = v, 
138, 
and the mapping ~*T --> V*T of ~~~ into v*~r is the restriction 
00 
to ~*$' of the mapping a --> O*f of V into ~'. 
00 00 By lemma 
3.4.2 this mapping is continuous, as desired. 
(ii) implies (iv) 
If st is an open relatively compact set in the mapping 
v 
~~ --> v~ (~E ~(Jl » is contin90us from ~*~(IL ) (under the 
Indeed, if 
B = {~ E ~(Jl ) X E 
v 
then, since the elements of ~B all have their supports contained in 
v -- v 
supp ~ + ~ it follows directly that ~*B is weakly bounded in 
~~ (~n), 
~~(~n). 
~~(~n) 
hence bounded there. v By (ii), v*B is bounded in 
v 
By proposition 1.2.11, V*B is contained and bounded in 
for some m ~ O. 
v 
Now ~*B c ~(supp ~ +...n.). Hence, by 881'8118.,. l.I"ll , 
v if B c !!(1l) is such that the elem~nts of ~*B are uniformly bounded 
...; L + supp ~ together with their derivatives up to a certain 
v 
order, the elements of V*B are uniformly bounded. By 
v 
induction it follovls that, if ~*B is bounded in !!( fl.. + supp ~) 
on 
139. 
under the topology induced by ~(!n), 
But ~(1l + supp~) is metrizable 
v v 
It follows that the mapping ~~ --> V*~ is continuous from 
h ~~<-n) into ~(!n). By the Haln-Banach theorem, there exists f € Dr 
which extends this mapping. Hence f 
satisfies (v). 
Corollary 3.4.4: If ~ € ~, 
Proof. Indeed, if f E ~', ~*f is infinitely differentiable, 
hence ~*f cannot equal 0 in any neighbourhood of the origin. 
Corollary 3.4.5: If there exists fED' such that ~*f = 5 
then ~*¢, = ~ . 
00 00 
i 
§5 Inhomogeneous Equations with Second Member in D'. 
-F 
As has already been remarked in the previous section, one 
cannot hope to have ~QF = ~ in general. In this section a 
sufficient condition on ~ for this equation to hold is derived. 
140. 
Some preliminary results on strict inductive limits of Fr~chet spaces 
are needed. 
Lemma 3.5.1: Suppose that E is the strict inductive limit of the 
Fr6chet spaces E (p = 0,1,2, ••. ); that M is a convex set containing p 
zero such that M = E n M is compact for each pj and that V is a p p 
co~·!I'. :V: subset of M containing zero and such that V n M is open p 
in M 
P 
for each p. If, for some p, 
(of the origin) in E for which 
then, for each 
neighbourhood 
(1) 
e p 
Wp+l 
such that 0 < e < 1 p 
in E such that: 
W is a convex open neighbourhood 
p 
there exists a convex open 
(it) Wp+l n E ~ [(l-e )W ] n E p P P P 
Proof: Suppose t is the set of convex open neighbourhoods (of 
the origin) in E satisfying the condition (i1) on Wp+l and suppose 
V:· 1. 
that no member of r satisfies condition (i). Then 
~ = {u n Mp+l n V U € r} 
is a set of compact subsets of Ep+l for which the intersection of every 
finite subset is non-empty (i.e. ~ is a set of compact sets with the 
finite intersection property). 
To see that the members of ~ are compact, observe that 
Mp+l n V is the complement of Mp+l n V in Kp+l and hence is a 
closed subset of Mp+l ' Thus, by proposition 1.1.47, U n Mp+l n V 
is a closed subset of the compact set M
p
+l 
To see that ~ has the finite intersection property, observe that 
if Ul 'U2 € r then Ul n U2 € r and hence U1 n U2 fails to satisfy 
condition (i). Thus 
~ '" Ul n U2 n Mp+l n (V n M ) P 
= Ul n U2 n Mp+l n V 
C Ul n U2 n Mp+l nV 
which is the desired finite intersection property. 
Hence there exists x € n (U n Mp+l n V). U € 'r 
.. 
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Firstly, x € E . Indeed, 1£11,. = W n E + U is a convex p p p 
neighbourhood in E of W n E then so is .JL.2 = W n E 
1 
+ ? P P P P 
(Since Ep is complete it is closed in Ep+l and hence in E by 
proposition 1.1.47: thus W n E is unambiguous.) p p 
also satisfies condition (ii) and x € Jl2 c 121 • 
every convex neighbourhood in E of W n E • Since 
P P 
X€w nE cEo 
p P P 
Secondly, X € (l-e )W , p p. since (l-e)W € r. p p 
X € (l-e)W n M c W n M c V n M 
p P P P P P 
which implies x € V, which is absurd, since x € V. 
Hence .112 
Thus x belongs to 
E is convex, 
Hence 
Proposition 3.5.2: If E, E , M, M and V are defined as in p p 
lemma 3.5.1, then V is a neighbourhood of zero in M. 
Proof: is a sequence of numbers for which 
00 
0< e < 1 p 
and lll(l-e) > 0, define sets W based on e by the induction p= p p p 
procedure shown to hold in lemma 3.5.1, setting Wo to be any open 
neighbourhood in E such that 
Such a set Wo exists by proposition 1.1.47. 
With these definitions, 
W = ~ W = W IT -(l-e ) 
p=O p 0 p=O P 
is an ope~ neighbourhood in E and 
00 00 
W n M = UO(W n M ) c UO(W n M ) c UO(V n M ) = V n M p= P p= P P p= P 
Hence V is a neighbourhood in M as asserted. 
Lemma 3.5.3: If ~,v € ~', v :I 0 and if there exists f 
€ D' 
00 
-k 
such that J..t*f = v then, for every convex open set U in ~ 
containing the origin and every compact subset K of n !i , there 
exists a convex open set U(K) in gk(K) containing the origin and 
satisfying 
the closure of ~*¢, being taken in ¢'. 
00 00 
Proof: The lemma asserts that if {~i} is a net in 
~(K) n (~¢~) converging to zero in ~(K), then {f*~i} is a net in 
~ converging to zero there. 
Now, by lemma 3.4.2 applied to f, the f*~i have compact support; 
for ~*¢, C V where V is defined in lemma 3.4.2, and hence 
00 
~¢, c V. 
00 
Indeed, if ~ € ~*¢~ , say ~ = ~*W where W € ~', 
00 
then 
which shows ~~' c V as asserted. 
00 
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Hence Lions' supports theorem implies that the f~i all have their 
supports contained in 
r(supp v) + f(K) - r(supp ~) 
by virtue of the formula 
(where £(S) is the convex envelope of S n in !i). 
By theorem 1.2.17, each bCPi is a continuous function since 
f E D' 
-k and CPi E ~; and f*CPi -> 0 uniformly on every compact set. 
Hence f~i -> 0 in D . 
-0 
Lemma 3.5.4: If~, v and f satisfy the conditions of the previous 
lemma then, for every convex open neighbourhood U of the origin 
in there exists a convex neighbourhood U' of the origin in ~k+l 
which satisfies 
h[ (~¢ ') n u' J c U 
00 
the closure of ~¢, being taken in ¢'. 
00 00 
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Proof: Define L to be the set of functions whose derivatives of 
order $ k+l (in the sense of distributions) are measurable functions 
of compact support with L - norm 
00 
hood of the origin in gk+l' 
$ 1. Then L n ~l is a neighbour-
The derivatives of members of order $ k are continuous functions, 
(Schwartz [2J chapitre VI theoreme XV). Moreover, 
k applications of theorem 1.2.25 enable one to deduce that L n ~(K) 
n 
is compact in gk for every compact KC ~ • 
Now, if {Ki }7=1 is an increasing sequence of compact subsets of 
Rn whose union is and if M = L n ~~~ C ~k n ~~ = ~, then 
M is a convex subset containing the origin in gk and is the strict 
inductive union of the Frechet spaces gk(Ki ). Furthermore, 
is a closed subset of L n gk(Ki ) and is therefore compact in gk 
and hence in gk(Ki ) by proposition 1.1.47. 
Also 
where U(K.) is defined by lemma 3.5.3 is a convex set containing the 
~ 
origin, satisfies U"c M and is such that, for every i 
146 . 
the latter being a neighbourhood of the origin in M n Dk(K.). 
- 1. 
Hence, 
by proposition 3.5.2, UI I is a neighbourhood of the origin in M under 
the topology induced by gk' 
Thus U" n ~+l is a neighbourhood of the origin in 
M n gk+l = L n gk+l n ~¢~ under the topology induced by gk+l' Since 
L n gk+l is a neighbourhood of the origin in gk+l' UI I n gk+l is 
a neighbourhood of the origin in ~¢~ n gk+l under the topology 
induced by gk+l' 
Hence any convex neighbourhood UI of the origin in ~l 
whose intersection with ~¢~ is UII n gk+l satisfies the lemma. 
To see this, merely remark that f*UI C U. Indeed, 
ex) ex) 
f*r[i~l(M n U(Ki »1 = f[i~lf*(M n U(Ki »1 
But, for each i, MnU(Ki)CJ..I.M.¢1 nU(~.), 
ex) 1. 
and therefore 
by the definition of U(Ki ). Since U is convex, the asserted 
inclusion holds and the proof is complete. 
Corollary 3.5.5: If {~i}i€I is a net in D such that 
v 
~i -> 0 in gk+l' 
Theorem 3.5.6: If ~,v € ¢I, V ~ 0 then, in order that 
ex) 
J..I.M.DI ~Y*DI it is necessary and sufficient that there exist f € DI 
-7 -F -F 
such that ~f = v. 
I 
Proof: The necessity is obvious. 
By virtue of theorem 1.2.12, the sufficiency will follow 
immediately if it is shown that, for each g € D' 
-0 there exists 
h € ~k+l such that ~h = v*g . 
Now the formula 
v 
< h, ~q> = 
v 
for every q> € ~ defines a linear form h on ~~ which, by 
v 
3.5.5, is continuous for the topology induced on ~*~ by ~k+l' 
Hence h can be extended to a continuous linear form on ~l' 
Then h € ~k+l and ~h. v*g. 
Corollary 3.5.7: In order that ~D' = D' for some ~ € ~, 
-F -F '1'00 
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it is necessary and sufficient that there exists f € D' such that 
=-fi' 
~f = o. 
Remarks: 1. If ~ € ~' is such that f(supp~) does not contain 
00 
the origin, the distribution 0 + ~ admits an elementary solution 
f = 0 - ~ + ~*~ - ~~~ + . .. 
the series being convergent since the support of the general term is 
eventually outside any compact set . (See Schwartz [1] p.76). 
• 
..! 
Moreover, if ~ is a measure, f is also a measure, hence 
(5+~hD' = D'. 
-F -F This result applies in particular to finite 
difference operators with constant coefficients. Ehrenpries [ 1 ] 
148. 
has shown that this result also applies for difference-differential 
operators with constant coefficients, by different methods from these. 
2. If ~,v € ~~ each admit an elementary solution in gp' 
so does J..4E.v. In fact, 
3. Malgrange has shown how to apply these methods to convolution 
equations on analytic functions of several complex variables. H is 
defined to be the space of analytic functions of n complex variables 
under the topology of uniform convergence on every compact set. H is a 
1 d b f ~oo(~2n). c ose su space 0  The Fourier transformation can be ~ efined 
on H' _ , the dual of H. Using the methods above (with suitable 
analogues of theorem 1. 2.30 and 1. 2.26) he obtains the follm.,ing 
results. 
Every solution f € li of the equation ~f = 0 where ~ € li', ~ ~ 0, 
adheres to V(~) in li. 
For every ~ € H' _ , 
Full details are given in Malgrange [1] pages 320-323. 
14·9. 
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